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LESSON 0 
Overview 

Instructors 
  
•  Ronald Boring, PhD 

 ronald.boring@inl.gov 
 
•  David Gertman, PhD 

david.gertman@inl.gov 
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The iterations of this course feature content developed by 
a number of people over the years, including: 
•  Ronald Boring (INL) 
•  Dana Kelly (INL) 
•  Robert Richards (INL) 
•  David Gertman (INL) 
•  Julie Marble (INL) 
•  Harold Blackman (INL) 
•  Susan Cooper (NRC) 
•  Jeffrey Julius (EPRI/Scientech) 
•  Stuart Lewis (EPRI) 
•  Alan Swain (Sandia) 
•  John Forester (Sandia) 

Author List 

Overall Course Objectives (1) 

At the end of this course, you should be able to: 

!  Explain why human reliability analysis (HRA) is needed 
in developing a probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) 

! Describe how HRA results are integrated into a PRA 
model 

! Understand the underlying theories of human behavior 
that influence HRA methods 

!  Explain what HRA is, especially in the context of nuclear 
power plant PRA and risk-informed applications 
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Overall Course Objectives (2) 
At the end of this course, you should be able to: 

! Demonstrate ability to perform HRA by completing in-
class exercises 

!  List HRA quantification methods used by NRC and in 
the EPRI HRA calculator 

! Define human error probability (HEP) 

! Define dependency in the context of HRA and explain 
why consideration of dependency is important 

!  Explain what a screening approach to HRA is and 
when it might be used rather than a detailed method 

Overall Course Objectives (3) 
At the end of this course, you should be able to (cont.): 

! Demonstrate a reasonable understanding of HRA IEEE 
and ASME standards and NRC and EPRI good practices 

! Communicate a reasonable, “HRA-informed” 
understanding of noteworthy events (including different 
levels of decomposition/analysis for different purposes) 
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Course Materials 
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LESSON 1 

Introduction to Human Reliability 
Analysis (HRA) 

Lesson 1 Objectives 
! Review risk and reliability concepts and show how they 

relate to human error 
! Review significant nuclear incidents and underlying 

human error 
! Review standard terminology in HRA 
! Review brief history of HRA and different HRA methods 
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Humans and Reliability 

Reliability = Likelihood of Success 
 
•  A “high reliability” system is one that does not fail 

frequently 
•  A “low reliability” system is one that does fail frequently 
•  Most systems have a reliability life cycle—a product life 
 

Reliability Engineering 
 

Which of the following do you mean when you think of system 
reliability? 

•  Reliability = R(t) 
•  Failure Rate = λ(t) 
• Mean-Time-to-Failure = MTTF 
•  Probability density function for Time to Failure  
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Humans and Risk 

What is Risk? 
Definition of Risk 
•  In the simplest of terms, risk is the likelihood of a hazard causing loss 

or damage 
 
Risk is often framed in terms of the Risk Triplet (Kaplan 
and Garrick, 1981): 
•  What can go wrong? (Scenario) 
•  What are the consequences? (C) 
•  How likely is it? (p) 
Risk ≡ {Si,Ci,pi} 
•  Widely used, e.g., 

−  NRC website 
−  ASME/ANS PRA Standard 
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What is Risk in Human Terms? 

Definition of Human Risk 
•  Risk is the likelihood of a human error causing loss or damage 
 
Definition of Human Error 
•  Unwanted actions (or inactions) that deviate from expected and 

accepted courses of action 
 
Human risk can also be framed in the Risk Triplet: 
•  What human actions can go wrong? 
•  What are the consequences of these actions? 
•  How likely are these actions? 

HRA in Risk Assessment: The BIG Picture 
•  Risk assessment looks at 

human-system activities 
and interactions, and 
identifies the pathways by 
which the system mission 
might fail 

•  In a number of safety 
critical applications, people 
may actually be the 
predominant source of 
risk, not the system or 
hardware 

RISK 
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Definitions: 

Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) is: 
"  A study of human contribution to overall risk when 

interacting with a system 
−  Part of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) that 

includes hardware and human reliability 
"  According to ASME RA-Sb-2013, HRA is: 
−  “A structured approach used to identify potential human failure 

events and to systematically estimate the probability of those 
events using data, models, or expert judgment” 

 
 

Maritime Industry    90% 
Chemical Industry    80-90% 

Airline Industry    60-87% 

Commercial Nuclear Industry  65-85% 
From: D.I. Gertman & H.S. Blackman, Human Reliability & Safety Analysis Data 
Handbook, Wiley-Interscience, 1994. 
 

A 2000 study by the US National Academies suggested medical 
errors resulted in 44,000 - 100,000 accidental deaths each year and 
as many as 1,000,000 accidental injuries  

Human Error is Significant Part of Risk 
Percent of Incidents Where Human Error was a Root Cause 
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Discussion Topics 
•  What happened? 
•  Who was responsible? 
•  Where does human error occur? 
•  Who is to blame? 
•  What are the implications for reactors? 
 

Read and Discuss “The Fallible 
Engineer” (Appendix A) 

Incidents in the Nuclear Industry 
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What Were Some Human Errors Behind These Events? 
–  Three Mile Island 

–  Chernobyl 

–  Davis Besse 

–  H. B Robinson Fire 

–  Fukushima Dai-Ichi 

Factors Affecting Human Reliability 

March 28, 1979, Londonderry Township, Pennsylvania: 

•  Minor malfunction in the secondary cooling circuit caused the 
Unit 2 reactor to shut down automatically. Backup system not 
initially available because of human failure to restore system.  
Pressurizer relief valve failed to close, but instrumentation did 
not reveal this, and much of the primary coolant was lost 
through the stuck-open relief valve.  Because of failure to 
understand physics of what was happening in the reactor 
vessel, operators secured inventory makeup, and the residual 
decay heat in the reactor core caused partial meltdown and 
small release of fission products offsite 

 
 

Three Mile Island (TMI) 
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Human Contributors to TMI 

•  Poor human factors 
•  Valve indicator lights for pressurizer relief valve did 

not show true position of valve 
•  Limited training of personnel 

•  Lack of integrated plant knowledge led to inability to 
interpret additional cues about what was happening 
to the plant 

•  Too much emphasis placed on avoiding solid 
pressurizer 
•  Led to securing safety injection 

•  Overreliance on limited set of indicators 

April 26, 1986, Pripyat, Ukraine: 

•  A poorly planned test of the ability of the turbine to provide 
power for cooling during spindown was executed late at night, 
and under time pressure.  Key safety systems were disabled for 
the test, which shut down all core cooling, causing an 
uncontrolled nuclear reaction, meltdown, and significant 
radioactive release. 

 
 

Chernobyl 
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Human Contributors to Chernobyl 

February 16, 2002, Oak Harbor, Ohio: 

•  During refueling outage, inspection of vessel head penetration nozzles 
revealed that 3 control rod drive mechanism nozzles had through-wall 
axial cracking. Cracking was caused by borated water that had leaked 
from reactor coolant system to vessel head. Remaining thickness of 
vessel head found to be only 3/8 inch thick stainless steel cladding. 
Rupture of cladding would have resulted in LOCA and potential 
damage to control rod drive mechanisms. The NRC investigation found 
there was ongoing evidence of boric acid corrosion, which had been 
systematically overlooked, and appropriate maintenance had been 
deferred. 

 
 

Davis Besse 
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Human Contributors to Davis Besse 

•  Deferred maintenance 
•  Upcoming plant outage, causing workarounds 

•  Workarounds 
•  Indications of significant corrosion ignored 

•  Safety culture 
•  Lack of questioning attitude and acceptance of status 

quo at plant 
•  Persistence of multiple events 

March 28, 2010, Hartsville, South Carolina: 

•  During normal operations, the plant sustained damage to two 4-
kV buses and the unit auxiliary transformer when an arc flash 
occurred in a cable conduit and the bus supply circuit breaker 
failed to trip open on overcurrent.  During recovery activities, 
operators inappropriately reset the main generator lockout relay, 
re-energizing the faulted bus, causing additional damage to 
electrical switchgear and a second electrical fire.  An Alert 
 was declared because the fire resulted in degraded safety-
related systems required to achieve and maintain safe shutdown 
conditions. 

 
 
 

H.B. Robinson 
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Human Contributors to H.B. Robinson 

•  The operating crew did not effectively manage 
resources to simultaneously handle the fire and plant 
transient 

•  Control room operators did not effectively monitor 
important control board indications and act promptly to 
control key plant parameters 

•  Previous simulator training conditioned the 
crewmembers with incorrect plant response 

March 11, 2011, Fukushima, Japan: 
•  Offshore earthquake followed by 12m tsunami wave damaged 

plant and disrupted offsite and backup power needed to cool 
reactor 

•  Crews lost all instrumentation and controls in control room 
•  Failed to restore power, resulting in hydrogen explosions and 

three reactor meltdowns and spent fuel leaks 
 

Fukushima Dai-Ichi 
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Human Contributors to Fukushima 
•  The plant was not designed to withstand a 

tsunami of that magnitude 
•  Plant safety backup systems such as emergency 

generators were equally vulnerable 
•  Crew and first responders not well trained on 

this magnitude of emergency response 
•  Authorities slow to react to event 

•  Failure to prioritize emergency response to plant 
in face of large scale damages in Japan 

NRC Response to Fukushima 

•  ACRS - “indicate a potential industry trend of failure to 
maintain equipment and strategies required to mitigate 
some design and beyond design basis events” 

•  Outside reviewers – the venting from containment to 
reactor building is questionable (should vent to the 
atmosphere);SFP should have been inside containment, 
lack of availability of robots in a country that leads in that 
area – D’Auria et al (2012) 
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2014 National Academies Report 
Recommendations (1) 
Recommends improving the availability, reliability, 
redundancy, and diversity of specific nuclear plant systems: 
•  DC power for instrumentation and safety system control 

•  Tools for estimating real-time plant status during loss of power 

•  Reactor heat removal, reactor depressurization, and containment 
venting systems and protocols 

•  Instrumentation for monitoring critical thermodynamic parameters 
including spent-fuel pools 

•  Hydrogen monitoring 

•  Communications and real-time information systems 

 

2014 National Academies 
Recommendations (2) 
 •  Strengthen and better integrate emergency procedures and severe accident 

guidelines 
•  More attention to training for operators and emergency response 

organizations (EROs) 
•  NRC and industry should strengthen their capabilities to identify, evaluate 

and manage the risks associated with beyond design basis events 
•  “They should pay particular attention to beyond design basis events 

that involve multiple nuclear power plants” (Recommendation 5.2C, p 
10) 

 
*Historically, HRA methods don’t account for severe damage to infrastructure, 
lack of real time information, involvement of EROs, crew ability to improvise, 
and where damage involves multiple reactor units. 
•  These are emerging topics being researched in HRA 
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Human Reliability Analysis 

Common Elements of HRA 
•  human error (HE): any human action that exceeds some limit of 

acceptability, including inaction where required, excluding 
malevolent behavior 

•  human error probability (HEP): a measure of the likelihood that 
plant personnel will fail to initiate the correct, required, or specified 
action or response in a given situation, or by commission performs 
the wrong action. The HEP is the probability of the HFE 

•  human failure event (HFE): a basic event that represents a failure 
or unavailability of a component, system, or function that is caused 
by human inaction, or an inappropriate action 

•  performance shaping factor (PSF): a factor that influences 
human error probabilities as considered in a PRA’s human reliability 
analysis and includes such items as level of training, quality/
availability of procedural guidance, time available to perform an 
action, etc. 

Source: ASME/ANS RA-Sb-2013  
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Three General Phases of HRA 

Qualitative v. Quantitative HRA 
Qualitative HRA 
•  Focused on identification and modeling of the human failure event (HFE) 
•  Commonly employs some form of task analysis to identify potential human 

errors (HEs) 
•  Commonly looks at performance shaping factors (PSFs) 

Quantitative (Probabilistic) HRA 
•  Focused on producing human error probability (HEP) 

–  Screening analysis performed for all HFEs 
–  Detailed quantitative analysis for subset of all HFEs (several dozen in 

typical commercial reactor HRA) 

Qualitative and quantitative HRA are complementary 
•  Qualitative HRA supports detailed quantification especially 
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Some Context 

PRA - Probabilistic Risk Assessment = Hardware and 
environmental contribution to risk 
 
 
HRA - Human Reliability Analysis = Human 
contribution to risk 
 
 
HF - Human Factors = Study of human performance 
when using technology 

When to Apply HRA 
Retrospective HRA 
•  Focused HRA to help identify risk significance of past incidents 
•  Estimate HEPs for salient HFEs given the context 
•  Identify ways to lessen likelihood of recurrence of incident 
•  Example: NRC’s Significance Determination Process (SDP) 
 
Prospective HRA 
•  Identify, model, and quantify HFEs in PRA more broadly to estimate 

risk 
•  Example:  Licensee PRAs 
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HRA 
Is Developed Because:  
•  PRA reflects the as-built, as-operated plant  
•  HRA is needed to model the “as-operated” portion (and cross-

cuts many PRA tasks and products) 
Produces:  
•  Identified and defined human failure events (HFEs)  
•  Qualitative evaluation of factors influencing human errors and 

successes  
•  Human error probabilities (HEPs) for each HFE  
Contains:  
•  Qualitative and Quantitative aspects 

History of HRA 
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History of HRA (Sample of Methods) 

History of HRA 

Alan Swain, Developer of THERP, 1972 
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Three Generations of HRA 
•  Numerous distinctions have been posited 
•  The four classificatory Cs of generational HRA 

distinguish first and second generation HRA: 

•  Dynamic modeling approaches have been suggested as 
the third generation 

 

Evolution of Selected HRA Methods 
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THERP (1983) 
Pre-IE 
Post-IE 
Recovery 
Dependency 

HRA Methods Timeline in Perspective 

1983 1986 1990 1994 1999 1996 2015 

SHARP (1984) 
HRA Framework 

HCR (1984) 
First HCR 

ORE (1989) 
Operator 
Reliability 
Experiments 

SHARP1 (1991) 
Revised Framework 

CBDTM (1992) 
Cause-Based 
Decision Trees 

SLIM-MAUD 
(1984) 

ASEP (1987) 
Simplified 
THERP 

HEART 
(1986) 

ATHEANA 
(1996) 

SPAR-H (2005) 
 

NARA 
(2004) 

EPRI (2000) 
HRA Users Group 

CREAM 
(1998) 

MERMOS 
(1998) 

CAHR 
(1999) 

ATHEANA (Rev.1 
2000) 

ASP/SPAR 
(1994) 

Halden Benchmarking 
(2006-2010) 

CD’s First 
Released 

Return of 
Halley’s 
Comet 

Hubble 
Telescope 
Launched 

Existence of 
Black Holes 

Proven 
Olympic Games 

Atlanta 
First Balloon 

Trip Around the 
World 

Today 

IDHEAS 
(2013) 

Why So Many Different HRA Methods? 
Different Applications Have Refined HRA Through New Methods 
•  HRA methods developed for different purposes 

•  ASEP developed as simplified version of THERP 
•  SPAR-H developed to create method suitable for SDP and ASP 
•  ATHEANA originally developed in attempt to address errors of 

commission during low power/shutdown including decisions 
•  EPRI’s CBDT developed for cognitive errors (e.g., diagnosis) 

for which time was not a driving influence on performance 
•  Complement to time-reliability correlation 

•  CREAM developed to better account for cognition 
•  MERMOS developed to address computerized procedures at 

EDF’s N4 reactors 
•  CAHR developed in conjunction with German automobile 

industry 
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Lesson 1 Review 
•  What is the Risk Triplet? How is it applied in HRA vs. PRA? 
•  What were the major human contributions to Three Mile Island, 

Chernobyl, Davis Besse, H.B. Robinson, and Fukushima? 
•  How is HRA defined? 
•  What are human failure events? 
•  What is a human error probability? 
•  What is qualitative vs. quantitative HRA? 
•  What is the difference between prospective and retrospective HRA? 
•  What’s commonly considered the first HRA method? 
•  Why are there different HRA methods? 

LESSON 2 

PRA and HRA 
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Lesson 2 Objectives 

! Describe process for integrating HRA with PRA 
!  Provide example of how HRA is integrated into PRA 
! Overview integration approaches and guidance 

–  SHARP1 
–  IEEE 1082 Standard 
–  ASME/ANS PRA Standard 
–  HRA Good Practices (NUREG-1792) 

What is PRA? 
Probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) 
•  Qualitative and quantitative assessment of the risk associated with 

the plant/system/process of interest 
•  Used to support risk-informed decision-making 
•  Models, methods, tools, and data are dependent on decision 

problem as well as plant/system/process 
–  Event tree/fault tree approach typical but not required 
–  Typically need to deal with unlikely scenarios, potentially with 

high consequences 

PRA should reflect the as-built, as-operated plant 
•  HRA models the “as-operated” portion 
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Integrating HRA into PRA 

•  HRA starts with the basic premise that operators 
can be represented as either: 
–  A component of a system, or 
–  A failure mode of a system or component   

•  In terms of PRA models, operator failures can be: 
–  A top event in an event tree 
–  A basic event in a fault tree 

•  HRA identifies and quantifies the ways in which 
human actions initiate, propagate, or terminate 
fault and accident sequences 

•  Human actions with both positive and negative 
impacts are considered in striving for realism 

How Does HRA Fit into PRA? 
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The impacts of plant personnel actions are reflected 
in the PRA in such a way that: 

•  Both pre-initiating events and post-initiating events, 
including those modeled in linked system fault trees, 
are addressed 

•  Logic model elements are defined to represent the 
effect of such personnel actions on system availability 
(or unavailability) and on accident sequence 
development 

•  Plant-specific and scenario-specific factors are 
accounted for, including those factors that influence 
what activities are of interest or human performance 

Operator Actions in PRA 

Operator actions can occur throughout the accident sequence: 
•  Before the initiating event (i.e., pre-initiator) 
•  Can cause the initiating event 
•  Occur after the initiating event (i.e., post-initiator) 
Pre-initiator errors (or “latent errors”) 
•  Not revealed or discovered until after initiating event occurs 
•  Usually occur outside the control room 
•  Examples: 

–  Failure to restore (both function & configuration) following 
routine testing 

–  Failure to restore (both function & configuration) following 
preventive maintenance 

–  Miscalibration of instruments, set points, etc. 

Categories of HFEs (1) 
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Operator actions can contribute to or cause initiating events (i.e., human-
induced initiators) 
•  Usually, these failures captured implicitly via inclusion in the data used to 

quantify initiating event frequencies 
•  For operating modes other than “full-power” or “at-power,” however, human-

caused initiating events can be significant (e.g., shutdown) 
Post-initiator errors occur after reactor trip  
•  Represent failed operation of systems/components from the control room or 

locally 
•  Represent failures of actions required by Emergency Operating Procedures 

(EOPs), e.g., 
–  Operation of systems/components that have failed to operate automatically, 

or require manual operation 
–  “Event Tree top event” operator failures modeled in the event trees (e.g., 

failure to depressurize the RCS in accordance with EOPs) 

Categories of HFEs (2) 

Errors of omission (EOOs): 
•  A human failure event resulting from a failure to take a required 

action, leading to an unchanged or inappropriately changed and 
degraded plant state (ASME) 

•  Example: Failure to open manual relief valve 
Errors of commission (EOCs): 
•  A human failure event resulting from a well-intended but 

inappropriate, overt action that, when taken, leads to a change in 
the plant and results in a degraded plant state  (ASME) 
–  Often, these events represent “good” operating practice, but 

applied to the wrong situation (especially, when understanding 
the situation is difficult) 

•  Example: Prematurely terminating safety injection because 
operators are concerned with overfilling the pressurizer (“going 
solid”) 

Other Ways to Categorize HFEs 
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PRA/HRA Integration Example: LOMFW 

Loss of Main Feedwater (LOMFW) 

•  Safety functions required to prevent core 
damage 
–  Successful reactivity control 
–  Early decay heat removal and inventory control 
–  Long-term decay heat removal 

•  If the reactor fails to trip following the transient 
event, then the sequence transfers to the 
anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) 
event tree 
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•  Successful operation of secondary cooling (emergency 
feedwater or EFW) can place the reactor in a stable 
condition provided no pressurizer power operated relief 
valves (PORV) or safety relief valves (SRV) open 
–  If a PORV/SRV opens and fails to reclose, high pressure 

injection (HPI) is required to provide makeup flow to replenish 
the reactor coolant system (RCS) 

–  If HPI succeeds, then long term cooling is required.  Long-term 
cooling is provided by either the low pressure injection (LPI) 
system in decay heat removal (DHR) mode in conjunction with 
RCS depressurization, or high pressure sump recirculation 
(HPR if the RCS is not depressurized) 

Success Criteria for LOMFW 

•  Feed-and-bleed (FAB) cooling can provide successful 
decay heat removal if EFW is unavailable to remove 
heat from the secondary 

•  Feed-and-bleed cooling requires one PORV and one 
SRV or two SRVs to open and remove the decay heat 
while HPI provides makeup flow to replenish the lost 
RCS inventory 

Success Criteria for LOMFW 
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Event Tree Structure 

•  The event tree structure represents the 
relationships among three functional event 
groupings 
–  The first grouping is reactor shutdown as represented by the 

RPS top event 
–  The next grouping is early decay heat removal/inventory control 

as represented by the EFW or main feedwater (MFW), FAB, 
and HPI events  

–  The final event grouping is long-term cooling as represented by 
the EFW or MFW, DHR, and HPR events 

LOMFW Event Tree 
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LOMFW Event Tree 
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 LOMFW - PWR D Loss of Main Feedwater 

IE-LOMFW   
Initiating event-loss of main feedwater 
transient 
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 LOMFW - PWR D Loss of Main Feedwater 

RPS 
This top represents the success or failure 
of the reactor protection system (RPS) to 
insert enough negative reactivity via control  
rods to shut down the fission process 
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LOMFW Event Tree 
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 LOMFW - PWR D Loss of Main Feedwater 

EFW 
Success or failure of the EFW system to 
remove decay heat via the steam generators. 
Because this tree is for LOMFW, the EFW 
system is required to provide flow to the steam 
generators.  Success requires automatic EFW 
actuation and operation of one-of-three EFW 
trains 
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 LOMFW - PWR D Loss of Main Feedwater 

PORV 
Success or failure of the power operated relief 
valve (PORV) or safety relief valves (SRVs) in 
maintaining the reactor coolant system 
boundary integrity.  Success requires that no 
PORV or SRVs open, or if they open, all 
opened PORV/SRVs must reclose once RCS 
pressure is lower than the relief pressure set 
points. The fault tree that models this top 
includes an operator action to close the PORV 
block valve 
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LOMFW Event Tree 
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 LOMFW - PWR D Loss of Main Feedwater 

LOSC   
Success or failure of RCP seal cooling.  
Success requires either HPI providing seal 
injection or component cooling water cooling 
the RCP thermal barriers (seals) 
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 LOMFW - PWR D Loss of Main Feedwater 

HPI 
Success or failure of the high 
pressure injection (HPI) system 
to provide makeup water to the 
RCS.  Success requires 
automatic actuation of one of 
three HPI trains, and sufficient 
inventory in the borated water 
storage tank (BWST) 
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LOMFW Event Tree 
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 LOMFW - PWR D Loss of Main Feedwater 

FAB   
Success or failure of feed-and-bleed 
cooling given secondary cooling is 
unavailable. Operator action is 
generally required for FAB.  Opening 
of the PORV or SRV allows not only 
for decay heat to be removed from 
the reactor but also relieves RCS 
pressure. RCS makeup is provided 
by two of three HPI pumps. The 
operator must open the PORV block 
valve if it is closed. 

LOMFW Event Tree 
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 LOMFW - PWR D Loss of Main Feedwater 

SCR 
Success or failure of recovering 
secondary cooling.  Success implies 
that either EFW or MFW has been 
successfully recovered by an operator, 
along with closing the PORV was used 
for FAB cooling.  This top is only 
questioned when FAB cooling has been 
successful 
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 LOMFW - PWR D Loss of Main Feedwater 

SSC   
Success or failure of cooling down the RCS 
to the point where DHR can be initiated.  
Success requires opening the turbine 
bypass valves (TBVs) or the atmospheric 
dump valves (ADVs) to lower the reactor 
coolant system (RCS) temperature and 
pressure to the shutoff head of the low 
pressure injection (LPI) pumps for decay 
heat removal (DHR) cooling.  The success 
criteria are one-of-six TBVs or one-of-two 
ADVs 

LOMFW Event Tree 
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 LOMFW - PWR D Loss of Main Feedwater 

Decay Heat Removal (DHR) 
Success or failure of the DHR system.  Success 
requires RCS pressure and temperature to be 
within the requirements to allow the RCS hot leg 
(to LPI pump) suction valves to be opened. This 
top requires an operator action to open the RCS 
hot leg suction valves to the pumps and align the 
pump discharge through the DHR heat 
exchangers.  The success criteria are one-of-two 
LPI pumps providing sufficient flow through their 
respective heat exchangers (one-of-two) 
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 LOMFW - PWR D Loss of Main Feedwater 

HPR 
Success or failure of piggy-back high pressure recirculation.  
Success requires the LPI pumps to take suction directly from 
the containment sump and deliver the water through the heat 
exchangers to the suction of the HPI pumps.  Piggy-back 
cooling will provide long-term cooling for the reactor given the 
HPI system was successful in supplying early makeup water 
to the reactor.  HPR is required if shutdown cooling (i.e., 
DHR) cannot be established.  The decay heat will be 
removed from the containment sump by the DHR heat 
exchangers.  An operator action is required to align the DHR 
pump discharge to the HPI pump suction and verify that the 
containment sump valves are open and the BWST suction 
valves are closed.  The success criteria are one-of-three HPI 
trains and one-of-two DHR trains 

What does a fault tree look like? 
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 EFW  -   EMERGENCY FEEDWATER 2007/07/13 Page 43

EFW – Emergency Feed Water 

What are 
the human 
actions in 
this fault 
tree? 
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 FAB  -   FEED AND BLEED 2007/06/19 Page 65

FAB – Feed and Bleed Fault Tree 

What are 
the human 
actions in 
this fault 
tree? 
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Guidelines for Integrating HRA in PRA 

Major Approaches for Integration 
Process of Integration 
•  EPRI’s Systematic Human Action Reliability Procedure 

–  SHARP1 
•  Guide for Incorporating Human Action Reliability Analysis for 

Nuclear Power Generating Stations 
–  IEEE 1082/D7 (1997, expected release 2016) 
 

Characteristics of Good Integration 
•  ASME/ANS Standard for Level 1 LERF PRA for NPPs 

–  ASME/ANS RA-Sb-2013 
•  NRC’s Good Practices for HRA 

–  NUREG-1792 (2005) 
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Approaches Emphasize That 

•  HRA is a part of entire PRA process 

•  HRA personnel should be included in team 

•  Screening precedes selected detailed analyses 

•  Phases include identification, modeling, and appropriate 
quantification as well as documentation 

•  Different methods may accomplish the same thing 

–  None of these guidance documents specifies a 
particular HRA method 

SHARP1 
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SHARP1 
Systematic Human Action Reliability Procedure, Rev 1 
•  SHARP originally developed by EPRI in 1984 
•  Revised as SHARP1 in 1992 

–  Initially proprietary, now publicly available from EPRI 
–  EPRI TR-101711 (December 1992) 

•  Involves 4 basic stages, which are iterated 
1.  HFE definition and integration into plant model 
2.  HFE quantification 
3.  Recovery analysis 
4.  Internal review 

SHARP1 Links from HRA to PRA 

Adapted from EPRI 
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SHARP1 Steps 
•  Four Stages 

 = 
•  20 Total Steps 

IEEE 1082 
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IEEE STD 1082 (1997; draft rev 2016) 

Guide for Incorporating Human Action Reliability 
Analysis for Nuclear Power Generating Stations 
•  Concise document (available through NRC library) 
•  Provides general framework for integrating HRAs into 

PRAs 
•  Describes outputs and decisions entailed in the 8 steps 
•  Emphasizes the importance of team training 

IEEE 1082 Steps 
1.  Train the team 
2.  Familiarize team with plant 
3.  Build initial plant model 
4.  Screen human interactions 

–  Decision Point (Is event significant?): If no go to #7 
5.  Characterize human interactions 
6.  Quantify human interactions 

–  Decision point (Is sequence recoverable?): If yes, go to #5 
7.  Update plant model 
8.  Review results 
 
Note that #3 and #7 are key PRA intersection points 
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IEEE 1082, Step 5: Characterizing 
Human Interactions 
•  Type, location and design of controls/displays 
•  Feedback type, sensory mode, delay, and frequency 
•  Characteristics of procedures used 
•  Task loading for control room personnel in worst case conditions 
•  Management and organization and supervision for maintenance 
•  Quality, content, frequency, and specificity of training 
•  Worker competency relevant to PRA scenarios 
 

AMSE/ANS RA-Sb-2013  
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PRA Standard: Background 
Product of Nuclear Risk Management Coordinating 
Committee 
•  ASME Board on Nuclear Codes and Standards 
•  American Nuclear Society Standards Board 
Includes PRA coverage for: 
•  Level 1 PRA 
•  Large early release frequency (LERF) for internal events 

at power 
•  External events (e.g., seismic, high wind, flood, other) 
•  Internal fire 
•  Low power and shutdown (LPSD; future revision) 

PRA Standard: Structure 
Published as ASME/ANS RA-Sb-2013 
•  Available online or through NRC library 
Structure 
•  Three levels of Capability Categories, each with High 

Level Requirements (HLRs), which have Supporting 
Requirements (SRs) 

•  Capability Category I: Relative importance of the 
contributors at system or train level 

•  Capability Category II: Relative importance of the 
significant contributors at component level 

•  Capability Category III: Relative importance of the 
relevant contributors at component level 
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PRA Standard: HRA Applicable High 
Level Requirements (HLR) 
HLR-IE-A2 (Initiating Event Analysis-General) 
•  Include both equipment and human-induced events 
HLR-IE-C11 (Initiating Event Analysis-Annual Frequency) 
•  Use plant specific HRA information for recovery actions 
HLR-AS-B2 (Dependency) 
•  Identify dependencies for success/failure of preceding systems, 

functions, and human actions 
HLR-SC-A5 (Success Criteria-General) 
•  If stable plant conditions not achieved in 24 hours using modeled 

plant equipment and human actions, perform additional evaluation 
HLR-SC-C2 (Success Criteria-Documentation) 
•  Summarize success criteria for available mitigating systems and 

human actions 

PRA Standard: HRA Examples 
HLR-SY-A16 (Systems Analysis-General) 
•  Include HFEs that cause the system or component to be unavailable 

when demanded (pre-initiator human events) 
HLR-SY-A17 (Systems Analysis-General) 
•  Include HFEs that are expected during the operation of the system or 

component (post-initiator human actions) 
HLR-SY-C2 (Systems Analysis-Documentation) 
•  Document human actions necessary for operation of system 
HLR-QU-D (Quantification) 
•  Significant contributors to CDF/LERF such as IEs, accident 

sequences, and basic events (equipment unavailability and HFEs) 
shall be identified 

Many more for specific analyses (large early release, floods, etc.) 
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PRA Standard: HRA-Specific HLRs 
Pre-Initiator HRA 
•  HLR-HR-A: Systematically identify routine activities that, if not 

completed correctly, may impact equipment availability 
•  HLR-HR-B: Screening of human activities to be addressed in model 
•  HLR-HR-C: For non-screened activities, HFE shall be defined 
•  HLR-HR-D: Assessment of probabilities for HFEs 
Post-Initiator HRA 
•  HLR-HR-E: Systematically identify required operator responses 
•  HLR-HR-F: HFEs defined for impact of failure of operator responses 
•  HLR-HR-G: Assessment of probabilities of HFEs 
•  HLR-HR-H: Modeling of plausible recovery actions 
Both Pre- and Post-Initiator HRA  
•  HLR-HR-I: Documentation of HRA 

NUREG-1792 (Good Practices) 
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HRA Good Practices 
Background 
•  Published as NUREG-1792 (2005) 

–  Companion volume (NUREG-1842, 2006) evaluates good 
practices against different HRA methods 

•  Developed in response to NRC activities to address quality issues 
in PRA 
–  Provides a common baseline across methods 
–  Generic, not tied to a specific HRA method, “to ensure 

consistency and quality” (p. 5) 
–  Contains a cross reference table to the then-current ASME 

Standard for PRA for Nuclear Power Plant Applications (ASME 
RA-S-2002) 

HRA Good Practices 
Coverage 
•  Addresses Pre-Initiator HRA, Post-Initiator HRA, errors of 

commission, and good practices audits 
•  For reactor, full power, internal events 
•  Supports REG Guide 1.200 (2004) 
•  Two main purposes: 

–  Guidance for performing HRAs 
–  Support the review of HRAs  

•  HRA must also meet the intent of NUREG-0711 (Rev. 2, 2004) 
–  Human Factors Engineering Program Review Model 
–  HRA is to be part of the human factors evaluation 

•  HRA must support Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) 
requirements for event analysis 
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HRA Good Practices 
Basics 
•  Involve a multidisciplinary team 
•  Perform plant walk downs 
•  Identify pre-Initiators (look at procedures and actions; consider test 

and maintenance, calibration that could affect equipment credited in 
the PRA; determine whether misalignment or miscalibration could 
make equipment unavailable) 

•  Examine operational modes and routine operations that could affect 
plant outcome 

•  Consider other barriers and structures such as fire doors, drains, 
seismic restraints, etc. 

•  Screen out actions that have acceptable restoration signals, and 
checks or signs that help ensure that equipment will be reliably 
restored 
–  Cleary this requires a qualitative as well as quantitative analysis 

 

Sample HRA Good Practices 
Pre-Initiators 
•  Quantification – Use screening values if they are conservative and 

values can account for dependency 
•  Account for Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs) 

–  More discussion in Lesson 4 
•  Account for plant specific recovery factors (compelling signals, 

testing, scheduled checks, independent verifications, etc.) 
•  Consider multiple recoveries or opportunities, but consider the 

possibility of dependencies among opportunities 
•  Consider dependencies among HEPs in the accident sequence 

–  Assess uncertainty in mean HEP values (excluding screening 
HEPs) 

–  Evaluate HEP reasonableness (relative to one another and in 
absolute terms) 
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Sample HRA Good Practices 
Post-Initiators 
•  Review procedures and simulator training as needed 
•  Identify post initiator actions by review of above in conjunction with 

plant functions, systems, and equipment as modeled in the PRA 
•  Determine how operators are to respond to different equipment 

failure modes 
•  Perform walk downs and talk-throughs, asking:  

–  Who does what? 
–  How long does it take? 
–  Are there special tools or environmental issues?  

Sample HRA Good Practices 
Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs) 
•  The following PSFs should, at a minimum, be considered in HRA 

analyses: 

•  We will discuss PSFs in depth later 
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Review 

Lesson 2 Review 

•  What are human failure events? 
•  What are errors of commission and errors of omission? 
•  How can human actions be represented in event and fault trees? 
•  What’s the basic process outlined in EPRI SHARP1? 
•  What are the key steps to integrating PRA and HRA in IEEE 1082? 
•  What are some sample High Level Requirements for HRA in the 

ASME/ANS PRA Standard? 
•  Where can you find a standard list of performance shaping factors 

for use in HRA? 
•  What are some pre-initiator considerations outlined in the Good 

Practices? 
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LESSON 3 

Human Factors: The Basis for 
Understanding Human Performance 

Lesson 3 Objectives 

! Gain a basic understanding of human factors and its 
general process 

!  Learn how human factors and human reliability analysis 
are related 

! Understand how human factors relates to human error 
! Understand the process of integrating human reliability 

analysis into human factors 
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What is Human Factors? 

What is Human Factors? 
Human factors is the study of humans interacting 
with technology  
•  Study of human performance when using technologies 
•  Study of designing technologies to optimize human 

performance when using those technologies 

�Above the neck� 

�Below the neck� 

Human Factors 

Ergonomics 
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What are the ‘Human Factors’? 
ORGANISATIONAL FACTORS 
Regulatory, training, job 
design, politics, 
roles, shift work… 

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 
Noise, heating, lighting, 
ventilation, radiation, 
accessibility, habitability… 

HEALTH FACTORS 
Stress, headaches 
musculo-skeletal disorders 

COMFORT FACTORS 
Seating, equipment, 
layout 

THE OPERATOR 
Mental & physical abilities and 
limitations, motivation, 
enjoyment, satisfaction, 
personality, experience level 

PERFORMANCE FACTORS 
Productivity, quality, 
accuracy, speed, reduced 
errors, situation 
awareness… 

TASK FACTORS 
Ease, complexity, novelty, 
task allocation, skills, knowledge, 
repetitive, monitoring, control, 
mitigation… 

OPERATOR INTERFACE 
Input & output 
devices, dialogue structures, 
display objects, navigation, color, 
icons, commands, graphics, natural 
language, 3-D, touch, haptics, user 
support, multimedia… 

Why Should We Care? 
Human factors helps to: 
•  Improve safety, productivity, performance 
•  Reduce need for training, system maintenance, user support 
•  Reduce errors, incidents/accidents and overall costs 

(FAA Human Factors course: www2.hf.faa.gov/HFPortalNew/Training.aspx) 

Improved system design results in improved safety, reduced costs, 
reduced errors, improved productivity and overall performance 
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HF and HRA 

Diverging Paths 

Traditional Human Factors 
•  Involved in design and testing of new technologies to be 

used by humans 
–  Much emphasis on usability, efficiency, enjoyment, 

and safety 
 

Traditional Human Reliability Analysis 
•  Involved in assessment and modeling of designs in the 

context of a larger system safety 
–  HRA often used in predictive analysis, including a 

safety review of a designed system 
–  HRA rarely used in an iterative way as part of the 

system design process 
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A Little History 

Human Factors 
•  Design: How do we 

improve the design of the 
system to complement the 
capabilities of the human? 

Human Reliability 
•  Predict: How do we assess 

the human contribution to 
the overall system risk? 

Two Ways to Look at Humans 
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Human Factors Supports HRA 

Human Factors Supports HRA 
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Basic Principles of HSI 

•  Systems exist to serve human need 
•  Systems must accommodate human abilities and limitations 
•  Complexity of systems determined by demand made on human 

cognitive processes 
–  Visual, Intellect, Memory, Motor activities 

•  Aim is to develop systems that: 
–  Reduce need for training 
–  Increase speed and accuracy 
–  Reduce complexity 
–  Reduce workload 
–  Support the process effectively and safely 

Human Factors Supports HRA 
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Source of Performance Problems 
•  Need for complex knowledge, skills and 

information 
•  Complexity of  operational processes & 

work procedures 
•  Poor HSI design 
•  High mental & physical demands of task 

(e.g., parallel processing) 
•  Demanding social & environmental 

conditions of job 
•  Non-availability of task support & tools 
•  Poor capability of tools and systems 
•  Ineffective training 
•  Ineffective communication channels & 

methods 

Expectations for Minimum HF at Plant 
•  Train operators to safety critical tasks 
•  Provide systematic training / retraining 

–  Talkthroughs / walkthroughs, simulations, drills, 
verification, examinations, certification, etc. 

•  Use procedures and checklists (as appropriate) 
•  Use threeway communication 
•  Use two-person rule, second checkers, proper 

supervision, etc. 
•  Minimize operator workload 
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Example of Bad Design 

Problem Solution 

Human Factors Integrated into HRA 
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NUREG-0711: Linking HF to HRA 

Human Factors 
Engineering 
Program Review 
Model (NUREG- 
0711, Rev. 3, 2012)  

44 
 

FSAR and in some cases include HAs that are credited in the analyses to prevent or mitigate 
the accidents and transients.  These HAs may, or may not, be found as risk-important by the 
PRA.  Nonetheless, all credited HAs should be considered deterministically as significant for the 
purposes of the HFE program. 
 
The NRC I&C staff has established a position on common cause failures of digital I&C in a 
nuclear power plant (currently in the Interim Staff Guidance on Diversity and Defense in Depth 
(D3) Issues - NRC, 2009).  Applicants are to perform a D3 analysis to demonstrate that their 
designs adequately address vulnerabilities to common cause failures.  The applicant may 
identify backup systems or HAs necessary for accomplishing the required safety functions.  
These HAs should be treated as important human actions in the HFE program. 
 
Figure 7-1 illustrates the relationship between the treatment of important HAs and the rest of the 
HFE program, as specified in Section 7.4, Criterion 3 below. 

 

 
 

Figure 7-1  The role of important human actions in the HFE program 
 
The important HAs are specifically addressed in many HFE elements, where the applicant 
describes how each of the important HAs is addressed in the HFE program. 

Functional Requirements 
Analysis and

Function Allocation

Task 
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Treatment of
Important HAs

Staffing and 
Qualification

HSI 
Design

Procedure
Development

Training Program
Development

Human Factors
Verification 

And Validation Test of Assumptions

Performance Shaping Factors

HSIs to Review &
Test Scenarios

Important Actions and Errors

Detailed Task Requirements

Plant Design

PRA/HRA
Probabilistic

Analyses

Design 
Implementation

Human
Performance

Monitoring

Interim Configurations to Avoid

Help prioritize corrective actions

FSAR/DCD
Deterministic

Analyses

Operating Experience
Review

HF Design & Implementation Process 

V & V Design Planning 

1. HF Program 
Management 

Analysis 

7. User Interface 
Design 

2. Operating 
Experience Review 

10. Verification and 
Validation 

3. Functional Req. 
Analysis & Func. 
Allocation 

4. Task Analysis 

5. Staffing 

6. Treatment of 
Imporant Human 
Actions 

8. Procedure 
Development 

9. Training 
Development 

Phases of Human Factors Engineering Program Review Model 

11. Human 
Performance 
Monitoring 

HRA contribution 
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Review 

Lesson 3 Review 

•  How do human factors and HRA share a common 
history, and how did they diverge? 

•  What does human factors bring to HRA? 
•  What does HRA bring to human factors? 
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LESSON 4 

Introduction to Qualitative HRA 

Lesson 4 Objectives 

!  Introduce some of the uses of qualitative HRA 

! Review definitions and examples of human error 

!  Introduce simple human-system interface model to 
explain opportunities for human errors 

! Discuss performance shaping factors 

! Discuss error taxonomies 

!  Introduce task analysis 
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What is Qualitative HRA? 

Qualitative HRA 
Purpose of Qualitative HRA 
•  Apply human factors principles to understand sources of 
  human error that can contribute to event outcomes 
•  Retrospectively: Understand what human errors 
  contributed to the event and incorporate in the plant PRA 
•  Prospectively: Identify potential sources of human error, 
  account for them in the plant PRA 

Benefits of Qualitative HRA 
•  Helps ensure the realism of analysis 

•  It is inadequate to say that operator error occurred 
•  It is necessary to identify why that error occurred 
•  Different reasons underlying the same error outcome  
  may result in different human error probabilities 
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Why do you need qualitative HRA? 
•  To be able to identify, define, and model HFEs such 

that they are consistent with, for example: 
–  Specific accident sequence 
–  Associated plant procedures and operations 
–  Expected plant behavior and indications 
–  Engineering calculations that support the 

requirements for successful accident mitigation 
–  Consequences that are risk-significant 

•  To be able to select the appropriate quantification 
method 

Qualitative HRA: Understanding the Problem 

How do you develop an understanding of the underlying 
problem you are analyzing? 

•  Perform an appropriately thorough qualitative analysis, 
performed iteratively and repeatedly throughout the entire 
HRA process until the final HRA quantification is done 
 
Increasingly, there has been more focus on qualitative 
analysis in HRA/PRA guidance  

•  Joint EPRI/NRC-RES Fire HRA guidance (NUREG-1921/
EPRI TR 1019196) 

•  ATHEANA (NUREG-1624, Rev. 1, NUREG-1880) 
•  This emphasis is supported by, for example: 

–  “International HRA Empirical Study – Phase 1 Report 
(NUREG/IA-0216, Volumes 1 - 3) 

Performing a Qualitative HRA 
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Understanding Human Error 

What do we mean by human error? 
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Human Error = Human Failure 
•  In the PRA community, the term “human error” has often been used to refer to 

human-caused failures of systems or components 
•  However, in the behavioral sciences, the same term is often used to describe 

the underlying psychological failures that may cause the human action that 
fails the equipment 

•  Therefore, the term human error is only used in a very general way, with the 
terms unsafe action and human failure event being used to describe more 
specific aspects of human errors 

 
Unsafe Action (UA) 
•  Result in a degraded plant safety condition 
 
Human Failure Event (HFE) 
•  A basic event that is modeled in the logic models of a PRA (event and 

fault trees), and that represents a failure of a function, system, or 
component that is the result of one or more unsafe actions 

 

Human error has been shown to contribute 
from 50 to 70% of the risk at nuclear power 
plants 
 
From:  E. A. Trager, Jr., Case Study Report on Loss of Safety System 
Function Events, AEOC/C504, US NRC, 1985. 
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Importance of Human Error in Risk 
From NUREG/CR-6753 (2002) 

Different Errors Contribute to Failure 

Proportional contribution of the different types of human error to overall failure across a 
manufactured product life cycle (Rigby, 1967) 
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Errors Can Occur Across Plant Operations 
NUREG-1774 chronicles crane operations from 1968 – 2002 
•  An average of 73% of incidents involved human performance 

•  Is the human performance component increasing? 

Human Errors in Crane Operations 
Largest human contributors to crane events in NUREG-1774 
•  Not following procedures 
•  Failure to establish the required ventilation prior to load movements 

in certain areas 
•  Failure to perform crane  

surveillance tests prior to use 
•  Failure to move loads over  

established safe load path  
areas 
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Example Human Errors in Nuclear Power 

Too many alarms in the Control Room High operator workload limits the response 
time to threats and can lead to errors. 

The skill and knowledge required to operate 
equipment exceeds that planned in the 
current design. 

Full functionality of the design cannot be 
achieved. Additional training burden, 
potential errors. 

The Human-System Interface design is 
found to be unusable or unacceptable 
during trials and reviews, and requires 
significant redesign. 

Failure to complete the project within time 
and budget. 

The Human-System Interface gives 
inadequate indication to operator of system 
status. 
 

Incorrect procedures performed, damage to 
equipment or injury to personnel, etc. 

Maintaining the wrong component because 
of inadequate identification. 

Production loss, environmental impact, 
equipment damage or injury. 

CONDITION ERROR 

Active and Latent Errors 
Active Errors (Initiators and Post-Initiators) 
•  Unsafe acts, failures of technological functions, or human errors that 

become the local triggering events that afterwards are identified as 
the immediate causes of an accident 

•  Considered to have immediate effects, e.g., operations error 
 
Latent Errors (Pre-Initiators) 
•  Result in latent conditions in the system that may become 

contributing causes for an accident   
•  They are present within the system as unnoticed conditions well 

before the onset of a recognizable accident sequence 
•  Often caused by issues in assembly, maintenance, or configuration 

management 
•  e.g., a spare part that was incorrectly assembled 
•  e.g., maintenance personnel misconfigure wiring on a system 

only called into action every three months 
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What Causes Human Error? 

Opportunities for Errors 
Humans are complex systems that must: 

•  perceive 
•  interpret 
•  decide courses of action 
•  carry out those actions 

 
Each of these functions present opportunities for 
errors.   
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The Human-System Interface (HSI) is a Loop 
with Error Opportunities 

sensation/ 
perception 

cognition 

action/ behavior 

The Human-System Interface (HSI) is a Loop 
with Error Opportunities 
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The Human-System Interface (HSI) is a Loop 
with Error Opportunities 

The Human-System Interface (HSI) is a Loop 
with Error Opportunities 
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The Human-System Interface (HSI) is a Loop 
with Error Opportunities 

Identifying and Classifying Human Errors 
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Those factors that influence the performance and error 
likelihood of the human are called performance shaping 
factors (PSFs) 
 
ASME/ANS Definition of PSF: 
a factor that influences human error probabilities as 
considered in a PRA’s human reliability analysis and 
includes such items as level of training, quality / 
availability of procedural guidance, time available to 
perform an action, etc. 
 

Performance Shaping Factors 

Internal PSFs 

Internal PSFs are human attributes, such as 
skills, abilities, and attitudes, that operate 
within the individual, and which are brought to 
the job by the individual 
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Exercise on human short-term memory ability (or lack 
thereof):  Take out a blank sheet of paper.  Listen to the 
list that the instructor reads to you.  When the instructor 
has finished reading the list, quickly write all the items you 
can recall on the piece of paper. 

Which Items are Recalled? 
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1.  To move the arrow-indicator to the 
center of the display, how would you 
turn the knob? 
                                 clockwise 
                                 counterclockwise 

2.  In what order would you label the 4 
quadrants of a circle.  Write in the 
letters A, B, C, D, assigning one letter 
to each Quadrant. 

3.  Here are 2 knobs on a bathroom  
sink, looking down at them.  Put an 
arrow on each dotted line, to show 
how you would use them to turn the 
water on. 

Knob 

4.  Here is a river flowing from east 
to west.  Is the house on the 
                             left bank? 
                             right bank? 

5.  To move the arrow indicator to the 
right of the display, how would you  
move the lever? 
                          Push 
                          Pull 

6.  Here are two knobs on a 
bathroom sink, looking down on 
them.  Put an arrow on each dotted 
line, to show how you would 
operate them to turn water on. 

7.  To increase the number in the 
displayed window, how would you  
turn the knob? 
                          clockwise 
                          counterclockwise 

Exercise: Population Stereotypes 

Example:  Stress as an Internal PSF 

“Stress Cliff” 
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Challenges of Using Internal PSFs 

 
While it is easy to “see” how internal PSFs affect behavior 

 
they are not always easy to measure 

 
and they may not have the same performance effect on everyone 

External PSFs 

External PSFs are aspects of situations, 
tasks, and equipment characteristics that 
influence performance 
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Example:  Noise as an External PSF 

Exercise: What internal and external PSFs do you think 
may have been involved in this accident?  
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PSFs in Augmented Inspection Team (AIT) Reports 

Human Error Type   AIT (40 teams) 

Procedures     65% 
Training     40% 
Supervision     43% 
Human Engineering    40% 
Communications    35% 
Management & Organization   83% 
Individual Issues    38% 
Workload     10% 
System Design      58% 
Work Environment       8% 
 
Which are internal PSFs, and which are external PSFs? 

NUREG-1792 Identifies PSFs 
•  Not exhaustive list, but minimum to be considered 

Good Practices PSFs 

“Other” 
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Exercise:  PSF Exercise 

1.  Divide into groups 
  
2.  Problem definition:  List all the performance  

 shaping factors that might influence your 
          performance during evacuating a building fire 
  
3.  For each performance shaping factor, identify and 

 describe the mechanisms of how that factor affects 
 the performance of the task 

 
4.  Describe how you might measure those factors 
 

Human Error Taxonomies 
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Taxonomies of Human Error 
Taxonomy 
•  Systematic grouping according to laws and or principles 
•  Different HRA methods have different taxonomies 

Benefits 
•  Aids analysts in identifying errors 
•  Ensures consistency in performance characterizations 
•  Helps analysts determine the underlying reasons for the 
  error 
 
We will examine three taxonomies: 
•  Swain and Guttman’s Taxonomy (Commission/Omission) 
•  Rasmussen’s Cognitive Taxonomy (Skill/Rule/Knowledge) 
•  Reason’s Error Taxonomy (Slips/Lapses/Mistakes) 

Swain and Guttman’s Taxonomy (1983) 
Errors of omission 
•  Fail to do something required 
Errors of commission 
•  Do something you shouldn’t do 
Sequence errors 
•  Do something in wrong order 
Timing errors 
•  Do something too slowly or too quickly 
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Rasmussen’s Cognitive Taxonomy (1979) 

Skill-b
ased behavior 

Rule-based behavior 

Knowledge-based behavior 

Behavioral Continuum 
Skill-based = behavior that requires very little or no conscious control to perform or 
execute an action once an intention is formed (think: highly skilled and automatic) 
 
Rule-based = the use of rules and procedures to select a course of action in a familiar 
work situation (think:  following procedures) 
 
Knowledge-based = type of control that must be employed when the situation is novel 
and unexpected (think: operators have to rely on problem solving, which requires a lot 
of resources; they are not old pros at this) 
 
 

Performance Modes 

Patterns 

Rule Based 
If - Then 

Skill-Based 
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Reason’s Error Taxonomy (1980) 
Slips 
•  Good intentions, right mental model, but do something wrong 
•  An error of commission 
Lapses 
•  Good intentions, right mental model, but fail to do something 
•  An error of omission 
Mistakes 
•  Good intentions, wrong mental model 
Violation 
•  Willful circumvention 
•  Not necessarily violation in the sense of malevolent intent; 

can also be “heroism” or “mentality of there’s a better way to 
do something” 

Exercise on Taxonomies 
Select an appropriate classification for each of these errors: 
1.  An operator turns off an automated control system 
2.  A worker fails to clean out filings after installing a new pipe fitting 
3.  A disgruntled electrician reverses two wires on a switch 
4.  A painter leaves an emergency diesel generator inoperable after 

an outage 
5.  An operator fails to identify a steamline break immediately due to a 

missing alarm 
6.  A coworker enters a radioactive area without proper protective 

gear to remove an injured worker 
7.  The crew responds incorrectly initially to a plant upset that isn’t 

covered in the procedures 
8.  A carpenter lacerates his leg with a circular saw during 

maintenance activities 
9.  Spent fuel personnel do not check to see if the lid is seated 

properly on a spent fuel canister 
What PSFs might have been at play? 
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Task Analysis 

Task Analysis 
A technique to help identify human activities in a task 
•  Think of it as the steps in a procedure of human actions, 

even though there may be no formal procedure 
•  May have different levels of task decomposition 

–  Can model high-level tasks such as everything 
related under a common task goal (e.g., establish 
heat sink) 

–  Can model low-level tasks such as all activities 
required (e.g., identify switch, turn switch to “off” 
position, verify it is off by disappearance of green 
“on” light)  

•  Functional system goals are starting points for 
identifying human tasks to be performed. 
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Task Analysis Steps 
•  Capture each major decision or decision-action in the 

sequence of human and hardware activities 
•  Human actions may be clustered according to a high-

level goal (e.g., “establish core cooling”) with sub-goals 
•  It is useful to treat tasks and subtasks as successful/

safe vs. unsuccessful/unsafe  
•  It is useful to treat actions chronologically 

–  For event investigation, actions are usually placed 
chronologically in a timeline 

–  For prospective risk modeling, the analyst considers 
the sequential risk significant activities that take place 
in response to plant operations and off-normal 
(abnormal, emergency) conditions 

Tabular Task Analysis Example 
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Task Analysis Exercise 

•  Develop a task analysis (i.e., identify the steps/ 
sequence required) for earlier exercise of “respond to 
station blackout” 
–  Hint: think safety-critical functions, performance, etc.   
–  Identify any performance shaping factors revealed by 

this task analysis 
–  Report out and discuss 

What Do We Mean by Human Error? 
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What Might Have Caused This Error? 

179 

Old and New Views of Human Error 
Sidney Dekker in The Field Guide to Understanding Human Error 
(2015) suggests that the concept of “human error” may be 
misleading 
 
The Old View of Human Error:  The “Bad Apple” Theory 
•  Humans are unreliable 
•  Human errors cause accidents 
•  Failures come as unpleasant surprises 

 
The New View of Human Error 
•  Human error is the effect or symptom of deeper trouble 
•  Human error is systematically connected to people’s tools, tasks, 

and operating environment 
•  Human error is not the conclusion of an investigation but rather the 

starting point 
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Old and New Views of Human Error (cont.) 
Dekker suggests that the “old view” oversimplifies 
•  Somebody didn’t pay enough attention 
•  If only somebody had caught the error, then nothing would have 

happened 
•  Somebody should have put in a little more effort 
•  Somebody thought that taking a safety shortcut was not such a 

big deal 
The “new view” tries to capture the complexity of the situation 
•  Safety is never the only goal of a worker 
•  People do their best to reconcile goals and make trade-offs 

(efficiency vs. safety) 
•  Nobody comes to work to do a bad job! 

•  A system isn’t automatically safe unless safety is created in the 
organization—this is the safety culture of the organization 

•  New tools and technologies introduce new opportunities for 
errors 

Review 
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Lesson 4 Review 

•  What is the purpose of a qualitative analysis in HRA? 
•  What is human error? 
•  What is a human failure event? 
•  What is a latent error? 
•  What is an internal PSF? 
•  What is an external PSF? 
•  What is the difference between a slip, lapse, and 

mistake? 
•  What’s the difference between an error of commission vs. 

omission? 
•  What is skill based behavior? 
•  What is a task analysis used for in HRA? 

LESSON 5 

Introduction to Quantitative HRA 
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Lesson 5 Objectives 
!  Introduce the role of quantification in HRA 
! Distinguish between screening and detailed 

quantification 
!  Introduce concepts related to the human error 

probability such as nominal HEP, recovery, and 
dependence 

! Understand basic principles of uncertainty 

What is Quantitative HRA? 
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Quantifying a Human Failure Event (HFE)  
•  Quantification is a major goal of most HRAs 

–  Support risk-informed decision making 
•  Quantifying is the process of assessing the probability of 

the HFE(s) 
•  The steps involved in the calculation depend on the 

method being used  
•  The data for the calculations may come from databases, 

simulations, expert judgment, and the HRA methods 
themselves 

•  The result is typically called a Human Error Probability 
(HEP) 

•  Various intermediate products may be created 

Why Quantify HRA Models? 
•  Quantification is an essential part of PRA 
•  Quantification supports the assessment of importance of 

PRA scenarios (HFEs) 
•  Quantification allows analyst to obtain operator action 

importance measures (e.g., Fussell-Vesely; Risk 
Achievement Worth) 

•  Quantification enables prioritization of prevention/
mitigation activities (risk management) 

•  Quantification enables the evaluation of alternatives 
(design, operations, etc.) 
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Quantification Concepts 

Two Levels of Realism 
1.  Screening Analysis 

–  Conservative level useful for determining which human 
errors are the most significant detractors from overall 
system safety 

–  An HEP for a modeled HFE may be set to a high value 
(e.g., 0.5) to determine if it might be risk significant 
•  Conservative values are higher than analysts would 

normally use 
–  Determine if the HFE affects the event outcome 

2.  Detailed Analysis 
–  HFEs that are found to be potentially significant contributors 

are analyzed in greater detail using more realistic 
quantification 

–  HRA and PRA are iterative, such that there is a process of 
refinement and more detailed analysis for risk significant 
HFEs 
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HFE: Operators fail to 
isolate RCS from 

DHR 
(HEP = 0.007) 

OR 

Operators fail to take 
appropriate control 

actions related to valve 
1 and valve 2 
(HEP = 0.005) 

AND 

Operator fails to close 
valve 2 

(HEP = 0.5) 

Operator fails to 
close valve 1 
(HEP = 0.01) 

 

Operators fail to 
remember annunciator 

response action to 
Close valves 
(HEP = 0.001) 

Operators fail to 
respond to annunciator 

 
(HEP = 0.001) 

Sample HRA Quantification Using a Fault Tree 

Nominal Error Rate (Nominal HEP) 
•  Generic error rate for a type of activity 
•  Typically provided by the method 
Base Error Rate (Base or Basic HEP) 
•  Nominal HEP modified for influences on performance 

such as PSFs 
•  These may increase or decrease the nominal HEP 
Conditional Error Rate (Conditional HEP) 
•  Base HEP modified for any dependency or recovery 

factors in a sequence of events 

Human Error Probability (HEP) 
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HEP Ranges 
•  Average or nominal performance in the range of 1E-2 to 1E-3 (error 

1/100 to 1/1000 times) 
•  Exceptionally good performance may be seen in the range of 1E-4 

to 1E-5 (error 1/10,000 to 1/100,000 times) 
–  Better than some hardware! 

•  Poor performance may be seen in the range of 1.0 or 1E-1 (error all 
the time or 1/10 times) 
–  These values feature much greater unreliability than is typical 

for hardware 
–  Temptation to want to drive HEP lower, but this is not realistic 

Dependence (Dependency) = Relationship between HFEs 

•  Dependence with Negative Influence 
–  Error on HFE1 increases likelihood of error on HFE2 

•  Dependence  with Positive Influence 
–  Success on HFE1 decreases likelihood of error on HFE2 
 

Simply Restated 
•  P(HFE2|HFE1) > P(HFE2) negative influence 
•  P(HFE2|HFE1) < P(HFE2) positive influence 

Dependence 
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Visualizing Dependency 

Aleatory Uncertainty 
•  The uncertainty inherent in a nondeterministic (stochastic, 

random) phenomenon  
•  In principle, aleatory uncertainty cannot be reduced by the 

accumulation of more data or additional information  
•  Sometimes called “randomness” 
 
Epistemic Uncertainty  
•  The uncertainty attributable to incomplete knowledge about a 

phenomenon that affects our ability to model it 
•  In principle, epistemic uncertainty can be reduced by the 

accumulation of additional information 
•  Sometimes called “modeling uncertainty” 

Uncertainty Quantification 
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Uncertainty Quantification (cont.) 
Uncertainty Calculation 
•  Provided or calculated as part of method 
•  Represents aleatory and epistemic uncertainties 
•  Can be presented as Error Factor (EF) 

–  Ratio of 95th/50th or 50th/5th 
•  Upper Bound (UB) = HEP * EF 
•  Lower Bound (LB) = HEP / EF 

–  Usually uniform distribution 
•  Same EF for each tail  

Upper bound = median HEP 
multiplied by its error factor 

HEP = median point 
estimate, assumed 

log-normal distribution 

Lower bound = median HEP 
divided by its error factor 

95th 
percentile 

50th 
percentile 

5th 
percentile 

.001x5=.005 

0.001,EF 5 

.001 / 5 = .0002 

HRA Quantification Approaches 
Performance Shaping Factor Adjustment Methods (e.g., SPAR-H) 
•  PSFs serve as multipliers on nominal error rates 
Decision Tree Methods (e.g., CBDT) 
•  Finite number of quantification values that are determined by a decision 

tree (similar to an event tree) 
Scenario Matching Methods (e.g., THERP) 
•  HFEs matched to similar pre-quantified scenarios 
Expert Estimation Methods (e.g., ATHEANA) 
•  Subject matter experts provide estimates of likelihood of HFEs 
Simulation Methods (e.g., ADS-IDAC) 
•  Dynamic human performance models run through iterative (Monte Carlo 

simulation) to produce frequency estimates 
•  Approach still in development and not yet ready for general quantification 
We will explore each of these approaches (except simulation) in separate 
methods lessons 
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Beware of Mismatches! 
Human error probability for routine repetitive tasks: 
 3 x 10–3 to 1 x 10–2 per individual operation (THERP) 

Concert pianist, performing K.453, 
1st movement: 

3996 individual, critical 
keystrokes 

Expected errors per performance: 
3996 x (3 x 10–3) ≈ 12 to 3996 x (1 
x 10–2) ≈ 40 errors 

 
A DOOMED REPUTATION! 
 
What makes this unlikely? 

 

Review 
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Lesson 5 Review 
•  Why is screening used as part of HRA? 
•  What is the nominal HEP? 
•  What is the basic HEP? 
•  What is the conditional HEP? 
•  What is negative dependence? 
•  What is aleatory uncertainty? 
•  What is epistemic uncertainty? 
•  What is an error factor? 
•  What are some different approaches to calculating the 

HEP? 

LESSON 6 

The THERP HRA Method 
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Lesson 6 Objectives 
! Understand origin of THERP 
! Understand how THERP works 

–  Basic steps 
–  Role of HRA event tree and how to read one 
–  How HEPs are produced 
–  Treatment of dependence and recovery 
–  Treatment of uncertainty 

! Relationship of ASEP to THERP 

Background on THERP 
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THERP Sources 

•  A Technique for Human Error 
Rate Prediction 

•  NUREG/CR-1278 (1983) by Alan 
Swain and Henry (Hank) Guttman 

•  Useful additional guidance 
found in NUREG/CR-2254 (1983): 
A Procedure for Conducting 
a Human Reliability Analysis 
for Nuclear Power Plants 

THERP Background 
•  Developed by Alan Swain and Henry Guttman at Sandia 

National Laboratories for US NRC in early 1980s 
–  Precursors to THERP go back to 1962 
–  Parts of what became THERP appeared in 

WASH-1400 
•  Based on data gathered from reactor control room, 

weapons manufacturing, and chemical processing 
activities, as well as expert estimation 

•  Most widely used HRA method  
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THERP Background 
•  Uses HRA event tree modeling to identify human errors 

and successful actions as part of HFE 
•  Unique to THERP and different from PRA event and 

fault trees 
•  Latest incarnation of THERP in EPRI HRA Calculator 

software is more limited 
•  Applied only to execution portion of HFE 
•  Paired with ASEP 
•  No HRA event trees 

THERP Background 
 
•  For quantification, provides tables of nominal HEPs 

categorized by type of human action 
•  Provides limited number of PSFs to modify the 

values in the tables 
•  Modified HEPs called basic HEPs in THERP 

•  Can be quantified at the subtask level 
•  Considered a complete method because it addresses 

both qualitative and quantitative analysis 
–  Many HRA methods only address quantification 
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Five Steps of THERP 
Qualitative Analysis 
1.  Define human failure events 
2.  Employ task analysis to identify human subtasks within the HFE 
Quantitative Analysis 
3.  Predict error rates for each relevant human operation 
4.  Determine effects of human errors on system failure rate 
Use Qualitative-Quantitative Analysis to Improve System 
5.  Recommend changes to reduce system failure rate to an acceptable 

level 
Repeat: A separate task analysis is done for each HFE 
(Adapted from Alan Swain’s THERP Course) 

Qualitative Analysis in THERP 
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Starting Point of THERP is Task Analysis 
•  Decomposes HFE into constituent subtasks, often based 

on governing procedural steps 
•  Requires resources to gather and analyze information 

related to task performance, PSFs, etc. 
•  In support of HRA task analysis, THERP recommends: 

1.  Multidisciplinary team of analysts 
2.  Site visits 
3.  Walkthroughs and talkthroughs 
4.  Simulator observations 

HRA Event Tree 
•  Used to account for human actions in terms of 

successful and unsuccessful (error) outcomes 
•  Graphical representation of decomposition of HFE 

into separate subtasks 
•  HRA event trees no longer widely used but still have 

uses: 
–  Represent recovery information well (at subtask 

level) 
–  Allow clear delineation of probability of success 

and probability of failure/error 
–  Show sequence of HFE constituent subtasks 

better than fault trees 
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Sample HRA Event Tree 

c. Operators 
close valve 1 

A. Operators fail 
to restore signal 
power 

a. Operators restore 
signal power 

b. Operators 
restore control 
power 

B. Operators fail to 
restore control 
power 

C. Operators fail to close 
valve 1 

D. Operators 
fail to close 
valve 2 

d. Operators 
close valve 2 

A. Operators 
fail to restore 
signal power 

a. Operators 
restore signal 
power 

An HRA event tree consists of one or 
more binary branches (correct/incorrect 
actions) 
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Left 
branches 
show 
successful 
actions  

Use small 
letters for 
success 
branches 

A. Operators 
fail to restore 
signal power 

a. Operators 
restore signal 
power 

Right 
branches 
show 
failed 
actions  

Use 
CAPITAL 

letters for 
failure 
branches 

A. Operators 
fail to restore 
 signal power 

B. Operators 
fail to restore 
control power 

C. Operators fail to 
close valve 1 

D. Operators fail to 
close valve 2 

Recovery is shown as dashed line 
after some failure back to a success 
path 

Success branch 
descriptions are 
often omitted from 
tree diagram as 
they are always the 
successful 
complement of the 
failure statements! 
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A. Operators fail to 
restore signal power 

B. Operators fail to 
restore control power 

C. Operators fail to close valve 1 

D. Operators fail 
to close valve 2 

A 

aB 

abcEF 
abCdEF 

A failure path is a 
path starting at the 
top of the tree that 
ends in failure (i.e., 
A, aB, abCD, 
abcEF, and 
abCdEF are all 
failure paths for this 
tree) 

F. Supervisor fails to activate pump 

E. Operators fail 
to activate pump abCD 

A. Operators fail to 
 restore signal power 

B. Operators fail to  
restore control power 

C. Operators fail to close valve 1 

D. Operators fail to close valve 2 

abce 
  abCde 

 abcEf  
 abCdEf 

F. Supervisor fails to activate pump 

E. Operators fail to 
activate pump 

Success paths start 
at the top and end 
in success 
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Quantitative Analysis in THERP 

Navigating THERP Tables 
All THERP Quantification Values are Summarized in 
Table 20 of NUREG/CR-1278 
•  Figure 20-2 from THERP serves as a table of contents 

–  Screening 
–  Diagnosis 
–  Errors of Omission 
–  Errors of Commission 
–  PSFs 
–  Uncertainty Bounds 
–  Recovery Factors 
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Navigating THERP Tables (Continued) 
•  Figure 20 -1 of THERP Handbook provides overall logic 

for using THERP and tables 
•  Pages 20 -11 through 20 -13 provide table of contents to 

all 27 THERP quantification tables 
•  Given an HRA Event Tree, to quantify a branch, find the 

correct table and sub-item 
–  Match the subtask to an entry in the THERP tables 

•  From this perspective, THERP is a task-matching 
approach 

Quantification in THERP 
1.  Within the selected THERP table, choose the best fitting Nominal 

HEP and error factor 
•  Nominal HEP represents the median of lognormal distribution 

2. Modify this value as needed to account for three PSFs 
•  Stress 
•  Task type 
•  Level of experience/training 
•  Multiply by 1, 2, 4, 5, or 10—see Table 20-16 
•  Yields a Basic HEP 

 
3. Modify Basic HEP by dependency value 

•  See Table 20-17 
•  Resulting HEP is called a Conditional HEP 

•  Note that THERP does not historically consider dependence 
between HFEs, only among subtasks within a single HFE 
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Quantification in THERP (Continued) 

 
 
 

4. Multiply probabilities along each failure path 
 
5. Sum up all failure path probabilities to obtain total HEP 
 
6. Perform sensitivity analysis by making reasonable 
    changes to Nominal, Basic, or Conditional HEPs or by 
    changing model (adding or removing failures and/or 
    recoveries) 
 
 

Dependence in THERP 
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THERP Treatment of Dependence 
THERP Definitions 
•  Dependence is “Determination of how the probability of 

failure or success on one [sub]task may be related to 
the failure or success on some other [sub]task” 

•  “Two [subtasks] are independent if the conditional 
probability of one [subtask] is the same whether or not 
the other [subtask] has occurred.  That is, independence 
is the case in which the probability of success or failure 
on [sub]Task ‘B’ is the same regardless of success or 
failure on [sub]Task ‘A’” 

•  “If [subtasks] are not independent, they are dependent” 

THERP Treatment of Dependence 
Two types of dependence in THERP:  Direct 
•  Direct dependence exists when the outcome of one 

subtask directly affects the outcome of a second 
subtask 
–  Failure on subtask “A” causes an auditory signal that 

results in more careful performance on subtask “B” 
–  Failure on subtask “A” causes extreme anxiety with a 

resultant increase in probability of failure on subtask 
“B” 

–  Failure on subtask “A” causes subtask “B” to be more 
difficult with an associated increase in probability of 
failure 
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THERP Treatment of Dependence 
Two types of dependence in THERP:  Indirect  
•  Indirect dependence occurs when some PSF or set of PSFs 

influences the relationship between subtasks such that the 
dependence between them changes 
–  If the PSF merely raises or lowers the HEPs for subtasks 

without changing the relationship between them, this is not an 
example of indirect dependence 

•  A high level of stress tends to increase HEPs across 
subtasks but does not necessarily affect dependence 

•  Stress affects dependence only if it also causes a 
systematic change in behavior across events (e.g., if 
stressed operators defer decisions to shift supervisor—
something they would not do in an unstressed state) 

Recall: Similar definitions of dependence in Lesson 5 
•  THERP approach is still basis for most dependence in HRA 
•  THERP is intra-HFE—not inter-HFE—dependence 

THERP Quantitative Dependence Model 
THERP covers five levels of dependence, from zero 
dependence (independence) to complete dependence  
•  Treated both success and failure paths 

–  Dependence usually considered only in failure paths 
•  Success path = dependence between two events with 
successful outcomes 
•  Failure path = dependence between two events with 
unsuccessful outcomes (human error) 
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THERP Quantitative Dependence Model 

THERP Quantitative Dependence Model 
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Recovery in THERP 

Definition of Recovery in THERP 
A recovery factor is any element of a nuclear power plant (NPP) 
system that acts to prevent deviant conditions from producing unwanted 
effects. It can be anything that prevents a deviant condition, mitigates its 
effects, or provides the opportunity for detecting it so that its effects can 
be avoided or limited. 
 
If a human error is made and is not detected and corrected, it is 
designated as an unrecovered error 
 
If recovery factors resulted in detection and correction of the error in 
time to prevent undesirable effects, the error is designated as a 
recovered error 
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HRA Event Tree with Recovery 

Recovery Probability in THERP 
•  The probability of nonrecovery must be multiplied by the 

HEP for the original error to produce an estimate of an 
unrecovered human error 
•  This is done at the subtask level 

•  These are not recovery factors at the sequence 
level 

•  For example, the probability that an operator fails to 
restore a valve to the proper position (the original error)  
and the probability that a checker fails to detect that error 
(the failure of recovery) must be combined to obtain the 
estimated probability of the error occurring and remaining 
unrecovered.  
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Recovery Probability in THERP 

Probability that Second Checker Fails 
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THERP Example 

Exercise: THERP Quantification 
•  See Appendix B for THERP Table 20 
•  See Appendix C for THERP Exercise 
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THERP and ASEP 

ASEP (NUREG-CR/4772), Briefly Noted 
•  Developed by Swain in mid-1980s in support of NRC-

sponsored PRAs 
–  Accident Sequence Evaluation Program (ASEP) 
–  Intended to be a simplification of THERP that could be 

applied by PRA analysis, without extensive Human Factors 
support 

•  Provides separate guidance and quantification for pre- and 
post-accident tasks 

•  Distinguishes between screening values and nominal values 
(those values that are quantified at a more explicit level than 
the screening values) 

•  Provides simplified tables for both pre/post accident phases 
and screening/nominal analysis, with resulting HEPs and Error 
Factors 

•  Recovery and dependence modeling similar to THERP 
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Differences between ASEP and THERP 
(From NUREG/CR-4772) 

THERP ASEP 

Did not include screening 
procedure for pre-initiator tasks 

Screening for pre-initiator tasks 
included 

Detailed analysis requires 
resource-intensive task 
analysis 

Less detail required, with price 
of somewhat conservative 
HEPs 

Full treatment of recovery Not all recoveries considered, 
nonrecovery probability = 0.1 

Five levels of dependence Three levels of dependence 
(zero, high, complete) 

Does not consider use of post-
TMI symptom-based EOPs 

Considers symptom-based 
EOPs 

Wide range of HEPs Basic HEP of 0.03 

Review 
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NUREG-1842 Good Practices Summary of THERP 

NUREG-1842 Good Practices Summary of ASEP 
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Lesson 6 Review 
•  How are success and failure paths treated in HRA event 

trees? 
•  What are the basic steps of THERP quantification? 
•  Where are the nominal HEPs found in THERP? 
•  What PSFs does THERP consider? 
•  What is the difference between the way THERP treats 

dependence and the way subsequent HRA methods have 
tended to treat dependence? 

•  How is recovery treated in THERP? 
•  What are some differences between THERP and ASEP? 
 

LESSON 7 

The SPAR-H HRA Method 
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Lesson 7 Objectives 
  
•  Provide background on why SPAR-H was developed and 

for what applications 
•  Introduce the SPAR-H worksheets 
•  Overview the quantification process in SPAR-H 
•  Work through a SPAR-H example 

Background on SPAR-H 
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SPAR-H Background 
Standardized Plant Analysis Risk-Human (SPAR-H) 
•  Published as NUREG/CR-6883 (2005) 
•  Method was developed in three phases from mid-1990s to support 

NRC’s Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) program 
•  SPAR PRA models now exist in full-power models for each plant, 

including SPAR-H analyses for HFEs 
•  Being applied to  low power and shut down models  

 
SPAR-H is used as a simplified HRA approach 
•  Like ASEP, SPAR-H is a simplified approach based on THERP 

–  HEPs in SPAR-H derived from THERP  
–  Approach uses PSFs instead of sample scenarios, making it 

easier to generalize 
•  No formal qualitative analysis approach (beyond PSFs) 

–  Detailed qualitative analysis should make use of ATHEANA 

SPAR-H Process 
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SPAR-H Worksheet Process 

SPAR-H Worksheet Types 

•  The current SPAR-H method has separate worksheets 
(see Appendix D) for: 
–  Diagnosis-type activities (e.g., determining whether 

to start a pump or not) 
–  Action-type activities (e.g., restoring a pump after it 

fails, performing a valve line-up) 
•  Different modes of power operation are included 

–  At power operations 
–  Low power and shutdown operations 
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SPAR-H Quantification 

•  SPAR-H Worksheets are used to quantify HEPs by 
considering 8 PSFs that may increase/decrease 
likelihood of error 
 
–  Available time  - Stress/stressors 
–  Complexity   - Experience/training 
–  Procedures   - Ergonomics/HMI 
–  Fitness for duty  - Work processes 

 

SPAR-H Quantification 

•  SPAR-H Worksheets are used to quantify HEPs by 
considering 8 PSFs that may increase/decrease 
likelihood of error 
 
–  Available time  - Stress/stressors 
–  Complexity   - Experience/training 
–  Procedures   - Ergonomics/HMI 
–  Fitness for duty  - Work processes 

 

Example:  Available Time 

-  inadequate time # p(failure) = 1.0 

-  barely adequate time # p(failure) = HEP x 10 

-  nominal time # p(failure) = HEP x 1 

-  extra time # p(failure) = HEP x 0.1 

-  expansive time # p(failure) = HEP x 0.01 
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Available Time 

•  Determining different 
levels of Available Time 
PSF assignment 

SPAR-H Quantification Graphically 

•  PSFs influence 
 performance, 
 which determines 
 likelihood of 
 human error 
 probability 
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SPAR-H Quantification of PSFs 

To estimate the HEP: 
1.  Begin with a “nominal” HEP value 

$ 1E-2 for diagnosis    $ 1E-3 for action 
2.  Multiply nominal HEP by the applicable PSF “factors” 

•  For example, if the context related to complexity is 
“highly complex,” PSF factor has a value of 5 

•  Most factors are greater than one, but some are 
less than one (this allows for consideration of the 
positive influence of PSFs which may be present) 

3.  Repeat step 2 for each PSF 

PSF multipliers act to increase or decrease HEP 

SPAR-H Quantification of PSFs (cont.) 
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SPAR-H Dependency Table 

SPAR-H Dependency Calculation 
Complete Dependence 
•  HEP = 1 
High Dependence 
•  HEP =  (1+Pw/od)/2 
Moderate Dependence 
•  HEP = (1+6 x Pw/od)/7 
Low Dependence 
•  HEP =  (1+19 x Pw/od)/20 
Zero Dependence 
•  HEP = Pw/od 
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SPAR-H Example 

SPAR-H Exercise 

•  See Appendix E 
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Review 

NUREG-1842 Good Practices Summary of SPAR-H 
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Lesson 7 Review 
  
•  When do you use Diagnosis vs. Action worksheets in 

SPAR-H? 
•  What are the nominal HEPs for Diagnosis and Action in 

SPAR-H? 
•  What are the eight PSFs in SPAR-H? 
•  What are the characteristics of a positive vs. negative 

PSF multiplier in SPAR-H? 
•  Does dependency increase or decrease HEPs in SPAR-

H? 
•  How do you conduct a qualitative analysis in SPAR-H? 

LESSON 8 

EPRI’s HRA Methods:  
HCR/ORE and CBDT 

Note: Portions of the slides in this lesson were adapted from 
EPRI TR 100259 as well as slides produced and delivered by 
EPRI at HRA training workshop. Special thanks are due to 
Stuart Lewis of EPRI and Kaydee Kohlhepp of Scientech, a 
Curtiss-Wright  Flow Control company. 
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Lesson 8 Objective 
!  Introduce two commonly used HRA methods and a tool 

developed by EPRI: the HCR/ORE and CBDT methods 
and the EPRI HRA Calculator 
–  HCR/ORE and CBDT methods: history, concept, 

usage, strengths and weaknesses 
–  EPRI HRA Calculator – history and glimpse of usage 

EPRI’s Involvement in HRA 
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Electric Power Research Institute 
(EPRI) Involvement in HRA 
After TMI, EPRI led foundational HRA research and method development 
•  Very concerned with estimating the “front-end” cognitive portion of events 

–  Lots of attention to Rasmussen’s Skill, Rule, and Knowledge constructs 
that were emerging 

–  E.g., How much of the operator behavior is affected by experience 
(skill) and availability of good procedures (rules)? 

•  Pc – cognitive portion of human failure events being modeled 
•  Pe – execution portion of modeled event 

Conducted Operator Reliability Experiment (ORE) in the 1980s 
•  Collected data from simulator studies  
•  3 BWR and 3 PWR nuclear power plants 

– 6 US utilities: Com Ed, PG&E, Wisconsin Public Services, Philadelphia 
Electric, PPL, Duke 

– 117 human interactions were observed 
– More than 1000 data points gathered 

From Data to Tools 

EPRI’s team created two methods  

•  Human Cognitive Reliability (HCR)/ORE 
•  Cause-Based Decision Trees (CBDT) 
Eventually put these and other tools into the EPRI HRA Calculator 
•  Managed through EPRI, code maintained through Scientech (Curtiss-

Wright) 
•  Also supports ASEP, SPAR-H, Annunciator Response, and 

Screening 
•  THERP is used for execution portion of tasks 
•  Guided and reviewed by the EPRI HRA User Group 
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Both HCR/ORE and CBDT are targeted to help analyze the cognitive portion 
of post-initiator events by estimating the non-response probabilities 
 

Success

Success

Failure

Success

Success

Failure

Failure

PC

PCR

PE

PE

PER

PER

Cue Execution
Error

Execution
Recovery

Cognitive
Error

Cognitive
Recovery

Success
 or

Failure

Diagnosis Portion of the 
Event: HCR/ORE and 

CBDT can help estimate pc 

Big Picture Process for Calculating HEPs using HCR/
ORE and/or CBDT for the pc and THERP for the pe 

Use THERP to 
determine pe 

Perform qualitative 
analysis using 
standard methods 

Use HCR/ORE and/or 
CBDT to determine pc 

Calculate total HEP 
(unrecovered and 
recovered) 
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HCR/ORE 

Derivation of HCR/ORE 
Operator Reliability Experiment (ORE) was designed to gather data 
to validate or refute the putative relationship between available time 
and nonresponse probability 
•  Crews from six plants (3 PWR and 3 BWR) were involved in simulator 

studies 
•  Results supported cue-response:  the hypothesis that there is a strong 

time relationship given limited time frames 
–  Additional factors were not empirically supported. 

•  Non-response correlation (i.e. failure to respond within appropriate 
time window) appears to be different for PWR than for BWR 
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Derivation of HCR/ORE (Continued) 
HCR/ORE Method was published in 1992 as EPRI TR-100259 (along 
with CBDT as an Appendix)  
•  Ideally suited for time-limited post-initiator events which primarily 

involve responding to immediate alarms 
•  Pc (cognitive or diagnostic) portion of the event 
•  Pe (execution) portion handled with THERP 
•  Overly optimistic when used for non-time-limited events 
•  Implemented as part of the EPRI HRA Calculator 

Cue-Response Structures:* 
 
The 3 Types of Cognitive Procedurally (CP) Driven Actions Handled in HCR 
    * Note that CP4 and CP5 were described in EPRI TR-100259 but no data was collected for these types of actions) 

Execution
Starts

Execution
Ends

Undesired
Consequence

First
Cue

TSW

T1/2 TM

timet = 0

Tdelay

Execution
Starts

Execution
Ends

Undesired
ConsequenceFirst Cue

TSW

T1/2 TM

time

Second Cue

t = 0

Tdelay

Execution
Starts

Execution
Ends

Undesired
End StateFirst Cue

TSW

T1/2 TM

time

Second Cue

t = 0

Tdelay

CP1 

CP2 

CP3 

Immediate Response 
(Act When Cue Appears) 

Delayed Response 
(Wait Until Second Cue) 

Trending Response 
(Act Before Second Cue) 

Not clear how 
representative or 

comprehensive these 
actions are! 
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HCR/ORE Curves: For Your Information 
Non-Response Probability: Not an HEP! 

B
W
R
 
 
 
P
W
R

CP1: If you get this parameter,  
respond now! 

CP2:When this 
parameter occurs, 

responds. 

CP3: Before this 
parameter  

occurs,  respond. 

Tuning the Resulting HEP:  
Selecting σ based on cue-response structure 

 
 
Plant 
Type
 

 
Cue-
Response 
Structure
 

Values for σ (sigma is the logarithmic 
standard deviation of normalized time)  

 Average
 

Upper 
Bound

 

Lower 
Bound
 

BWRs

 
CP1*
 

0.70
 

1.00
 

0.40
 

CP2

 
0.58
 

0.96
 

0.20
 

CP3

 
0.75
 

0.91
 

0.59
 

PWRs
 

CP1*

 
0.57
 

0.88
 

0.26
 

CP2
 

0.38
 

0.69
 

0.07
 

CP3
 

0.77
 

*

 
*

 
* If unsure, start with CP1  
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NUREG-1842 Good Practices Summary of HCR-ORE 

What if there is no serious time limitation? 

•  The ORE project spawned another method to handle 
these cases: 
–  Cause-Based Decision Tree (CBDT) 
–  Used for control room actions (or local actions) with 

an important cognitive component 
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CBDT 

EPRI’s CAUSE-BASED DECISION 
TREE (CBDT) METHOD 

CBTD is a simplified framework for quantifying the pc (cognitive/
diagnostic) portion of an HEP 

•  Method published in 1992 EPRI TR-100259 (as Appendix to HCR/ORE 
report)  

•  Typically used when time is not a limiting factor 
–  EPRI TR-100259 provides detailed guidance as to when to use 

CBDT 
•  Developed by A. Beare and G. Parry and others and designed to put a 

lower limit on HCR/ORE values 
•  Probabilities for some events adapted from THERP 

–  Specific data derivation that came from the THERP tables is 
documented in Attachment A to EPRI TR-100259, Appendix A, 
Tables A-1 to A-8  

•  Typically less conservative than ASEP 
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The CBDT Method is … 

•  An analytical approach based on identification of failure 
mechanisms and compensating factors 

•  Applicable to rule-based behavior (e.g. when procedures are used) 
•  Specifically designed for post-initiator HFEs 
•  For modeling HFEs where cognition takes place as in the control 

room (similar to HCR/ORE) 
–  However, can be used for estimating cognitive portion of local 

actions 
•  Included as a primary method in the EPRI HRA Calculator® 
•  Widely used by industry 

CBDT Failure Mechanisms 
Failure 
Modes 

 
Designator 

 
Description 

 
1. Operator–
Information 
Interface  

pc a  Data not available  

pc b  Data not attended to  

pc c  Data misread or miscommunicated  

pc d Information misleading 

 
2. Operator-
Procedure 
Interface  

pc e Relevant step in procedure missed  

pc f  Misinterpret instruction  

pc g  Error in interpreting logic  

pc h  Deliberate violation  

Failure Mechanism 
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CBDT Format 
•  Each of the 8 failure mechanisms 

is modeled using an event tree 
with binary branches 

•  All trees have at least 3 questions 
(most have 4) placed in the 
“events” slots along the top 

•  Most criteria are phrased as yes/
no questions 

•  Using insights gained from 
qualitative analysis, analysts 
answer the questions to select a 
path 

•  The method provides basic 
guidance 

Training on
Indication

Warning or
Alternative

in
Procedure

Indication
Accurate

Indication
Available in

CR

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) neg.

(c) neg.

(d) 1.5E-03

(e) 5.0E-02

(f) 5.0E-01

(g) *

pc a

Sample Decision Tree 

Neg. = negligible effect from nominal HEP 
   *    = almost guaranteed to fail 

Path HEP Calculations 
•  As the analyst selects a path through tree, the probabilities are adjusted by 

pre-determined modifiers 
•  With the end products being listed next to each final path, the analyst need 

only copy that final value to a worksheet (to include all 8 failure mechanisms) 
•  All the path values and logic have been incorporated into the EPRI HRA 

Calculator 
–  The predefined values can be modified in special cases 

Training on
Indication

Warning or
Alternative

in
Procedure

Indication
Accurate

Indication
Available in

CR

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) neg.

(c) neg.

(d) 1.5E-03

(e) 5.0E-02

(f) 5.0E-01

(g) *

pc a

Sample Decision Tree 
HRA Calculator ® partial screen  

showing modifiers and a selected path 

Final path value for pca 

Base and  
modifiers 

1.0 0.5 1.0 0.1 x x x =
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The CBDT “Forest” 

The next 8 slides show each tree 
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Then a summary slide shows all questions but no notes 

See Appendix F for lists of the 
questions for each tree 

  Is the required Indication available in 
the control room? 

 Pca  Data Not Available 

Training on
Indication

Warning or
Alternative

in
Procedure

Indication
Accurate

Indication
Available in

CR

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) neg.

(c) neg.

(d) 1.5E-03

(e) 5.0E-02

(f) 5.0E-01

(g) *

pc a

1 2 3 4  Are the Indications that are available 
accurate?  If they are they known to be 
inaccurate (e.g., due to degradation 
because of local extreme environmental 
conditions or Isolation of the 
Instrumentation) then select No. 

  If the normally displayed information 
is expected to be unreliable, is a 
warning or a note directing alternate 
Information sources provided in the 
procedures? 

  Has the crew received training in 
interpreting or obtaining the required 
Information under conditions similar 
to those prevailing in this scenario? 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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Alarmed vs.
not alarmed

Front vs. back
panel

Nominal
probability

Check vs.
monitor

Low vs. high
workload

pcb

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 1.5E-4

(c) 3.0E-3

(d) 1.5E-4

(e) 3.0E-3

(f) 3.0E-4

(g) 6.0E-3

Front

Alarmed
Back

Check

Monitor

Front

Back
Alarmed

Alarmed

Low

High

Not alarmed

Not alarmed

Not alarmed

Check

Front

Back
Alarmed

Alarmed

Not alarmed

Not alarmed

Monitor

Front

Back
Alarmed

Alarmed

Not alarmed

Not alarmed

(h) neg.

(j) 7.5E-4

(m) 1.5E-2

(o) 3.0E-2

(i) neg.

(k) 1.5E-2

(l) 7.5E-4

(n) 1.5E-3

Pcb  Data Not Attended To 
  Do the cues critical to the HI occur 
at a time of high workload or 
distraction?   
   Is the operator required to perform a 
one-time check of a parameter, or is 
he required to monitor it until some 
specified value is reached or 
approached?   

1 2 3 4 1 

2 

3 

4 

  Is the indicator to be checked 
displayed on the front panels of the 
main control area, or does the 
operator have to leave the main 
control area to read the indications?  If 
so, he is … likely to be distracted… ? 

  Is the critical value of the cue 
signaled by an annunciator?  If so, the 
operator is more likely to allow himself to 
check it, and the alarm acts as a 
preexisting recovery mechanism or 
added safety factor.   

Pcc  Data Misread or Miscommunicated 

 Are the layout, demarcation, and 
labeling of the control boards such 
that it is easy to locate the required 
indicator?  

 Does the required have human 
engineering deficiencies that are 
conducive to errors in reading the 
display? If so the lower branch is 
followed. 

1 2 3 1 

2 

3   Is a formal or semi-formal 
communications protocol used in 
which the person transmitting a value 
always identifies with what parameter 
the value is associated? 

Formal com-
munications

Good/bad
indicator

Nominal
probability

Indicator easy
to locate

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 1.0E-3

(d) 4.0E-3

(e) 3.0E-3

(f) 6.0E-3

(g) 4.0E-3

(h) 7.0E-3

pcc
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General
training

Specific
training

Nominal
probability

Warning of
differences

All cues as
stated

pcd

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 1.0E-2

(d) 1.0E-1

(e) 1.0

Pcd Information Misleading 

1 2 3 4
1

2 

3 

4 

Are cue states or parameter values as 
stated in the procedure?  

  Does the procedure itself provide a 
warning that a cue may not be as 
expected, or provide instructions on 
how to proceed if the cue states are 
not as stated? 

  Have the operators received 
simulator training in which the cue 
configuration was the same as in the 
situation of interest, and which 
emphasized the correct interpretation 
of the procedure in the face of the 
degraded cue state? 

  Have the operators received training 
that should allow them to recognize 
that the cue information is not correct 
in the circumstances?  

Placekeeping
aids

Graphically
distinct

Nominal
probability

Single vs.
multiple

Obvious vs.
hidden

pce

Yes

No

(a) 1.0E-3

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 3.0E-3

(d) 1.0E-2

(e) 2.0E-3

(f) 4.0E-3

(g) 6.0E-3

Single
Obvious

Hidden

Multiple

(h) 1.3E-2

(i) 1.0E-1

Pce  Relevant Step in Procedure 

1 2 3 4
1 

2 

3 

4 

  Is the relevant instruction a separate, 
stand-alone numbered step? (Yes = 
Obvious) 

  At the time of the human interaction, 
is the procedure reader using more 
than one text procedure or 
concurrently following more than one 
column of a flowchart procedure? (Yes 
= Multiple). 

  Is the step governing the interaction 
in some way more conspicuous than 
surrounding steps?  

  Are placekeeping aids, such as 
checking off or marking through 
completed steps and marking pending 
steps used by all crews? 
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Training on
step

All required
information

Nominal
probability

Standard,
unambiguous

wording

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 3.0E-2

(d) 3.0E-3

(e) 3.0E-2

(f) 6.0E-3

(g) 6.0E-2

pcf

Pcf  Misinterpret Instruction 

1 2 3
  Does the step include unfamiliar 
nomenclature or an unusual 
grammatical construction? Does 
anything about the wording require 
explanation in order to arrive at the 
intended interpretation?  Does the 
proper interpretation of the step require 
an inference about the future state of the 
plant? 

  Does the step present all 
information required to identify the 
actions directed and their objects? 

  Has the crew received training on 
the correct interpretation of this step 
under conditions similar to those in 
this human interaction? 

1 

2 

3 

Practiced
scenario

Both “and”
and “or”

Nominal
probability

“And” or “or”
statement

“Not”
statement

pcg

Yes

No

(a) 1.6E-2

(b) 4.9E-2

(c) 6.0E-3

(d) 1.9E-2

(e) 2.0E-3

(f) 6.0E-3

(g) 1.0E-2

(h) 3.1E-2

(j) 1.0E-3

(i) 3.0E-4

(k) neg.

(l) neg.

Pcg  Error in interpreting logic 
1 2 3 4   Does the step contain 

the word "not"? 

  Does the procedure step 
present diagnostic logic in 
which more than one condition 
is combined to determine the 
outcome? 

  Does the step contain a 
complex logic involving a 
combination of ANDed and 
ORed terms? 

  Has the crew practiced 
executing this step on a 
simulator in a scenario similar 
to the one of interest to the 
PSA? 

1

2

3

4
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Policy of
verbatim

compliance

Adverse
consequence

if comply
Nominal

probability
Reasonable
alternative

Belief in
adequacy of
instructionpch

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 5.0E-1

(c) 1.0

(d) neg.

(e) neg.

Pch  Deliberate Violation 

1 2 3 4

   Does the crew believe that the 
instructions presented are appropriate to 
the situation (even in spite of any 
potential adverse consequences)?  

   Will literal compliance produce 
undesirable consequences, such as 
release of radioactivity, damage to the 
plant … , unavailability of needed 
systems, or violation of standing orders? 

   Are there any fairly obvious 
alternatives (e.g.  partial compliance or 
use of different systems) that appear to 
accomplish some or all of the goals of 
the step without the adverse 
consequences produced by the step as 
written?  

   Does the utility have and enforce a 
policy of strict verbatim compliance with 
EOPs and other procedures? 

1 

2 

3 

4 

CBDT Unrecovered Quantification 

    Where pij is the probability of 
mechanism j of the mode i 
occurring initially for the HI, and 
the pji

nr is the probability of non-
recovery from mechanism  j in 
mode i. 

∑∑
=

=
2,1i

j
ji
nrijc ppp

Engineering 
Speak 

    Sum of all the 8 failure 
mechanism HEPs 

Plain English 
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Sample CBDT Output for Pc 

CBDT: Calculating pc Recovery 
Revisitation is the major source of recovery—5 factors considered: 
•  Self-Review 
•  Extra Crew 
•  STA Review 
•  Shift Change 
•  ERF Review 
Impact (modifier value) determined by a specific applicability table 
•  When credible, most often use THERP Dependence level calculation 
•  For example: Self-review is only credited for two trees (“Data not attended 

to” and “Relevant step in procedure missed”) 
•  How many factors should be credited? 

–  General rule: only credit the single, most certain recovery factor – 
especially when the time window is less than an hour  

–  Exceptional case:  When the window is several hours, it may be 
justifiable to credit more than one factor 
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Application of Recovery Factors 

From E-3 to E-4 with Recovery 
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NUREG-1842 Good Practices Summary of CBDT 

EPRI HRA Calculator 
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http://scientech.cwfc.com/software/spokes/03_HRAcalculator.htm 

Current 
version of 
EPRI HRA 
Calculator is 
5.1 

EPRI HRA Calculator® Overview Screen 
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NUREG-1842 Good Practices Summary of HRA Calculator 

Review 
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Lesson 8 Review 
•  Why and how was the HCR/ORE method developed? 
•  When is HCR/ORE most appropriately used? 
•  Why and how was the CBDT method developed? 
•  What are the major strengths of the CBDT method? 
•  What are some of the decision trees found in CBDT? 
•  What are some of the most important considerations/ 

limitations of the CBDT method? 
•  What is the EPRI HRA Calculator? Who uses it? 

LESSON 9 

The ATHEANA HRA Method 

Adapted in part from slides prepared by Susan Cooper 
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Lesson 9 Objectives 
  
!  Provide background on development, assumptions, and 

characteristics of ATHEANA 
!  Introduce ATHEANA terminology 
! Review key steps in ATHEANA 
! Review applications of ATHEANA 

Introduction to ATHEANA 
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ATHEANA Basics 
•  A Technique for Human Error ANAlysis 
•  Primarily documented in two NUREGs  

–  NUREG-1624, Rev 1. (2000): Technical Basis and 
Implementation Guidelines for A Technique for Human Event 
Analysis (ATHEANA) 

–  NUREG-1880 (2007): ATHEANA User’s Guide 

ATHEANA is… 
•  A multidisciplinary framework for understanding human error 
•  An HRA process (including detailed guidance for performing 

qualitative analysis) 
•  A search scheme for defining HFEs (including errors of 

commission) 
•  A quantification approach using expert estimation 

Introduction to ATHEANA 

  

Performance  
Shaping  
Factors 

Error 
Mechanisms Unsafe  

Actions Human Failure  
Events 

Plant Design, 

Operations 

and 
Maintenance 

Risk 
Management 

Decisions 

Plant  
Conditions 

Scenario 
Definition 

Human Error PRA 
Logic 

Models 
Error-   

Forcing  
Context 

ATHEANA�s Framework 
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Human-System
Interface

I & C System
(Plant Automation)

Monitoring/
Detection

Situation
Assessment

Response
Planning

Knowledge/
Mental ModelSituation Model

Response
Implementation

Internal to Operators

Underlying Model of Operator Behavior 

The basic premise of ATHEANA: 
•  People behave �rationally��even if reason for an action (or 

inaction) is wrong 
•  Often, when people make errors, they are primed to fail 
•  People can be primed to fail by contexts that can create the 

appearance that the wrong response is correct 

Analyses of operating experience (particularly those with 
serious consequences) support this view 
•  Nuclear power plant events (e.g., recall TMI-2 and 

Chernobyl) 
•  Incidents from a variety of other technologies (e.g., 

aviation, medicine, chemical processing, maritime) 

Assumptions in ATHEANA 
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Across industries, the following contextual factors 
often have been involved in serious events: 
 

1.  The plant behavior is outside the expected range (as 
represented by procedures, training, and traditional safety 
analyses) 

2.  The plant�s behavior is not understood 
3.  Indications of the actual plant state and behavior are not 

recognized (sometimes due to instrumentation problems) 
4.  Prepared plans or procedures are not applicable or helpful 

for the specific plant conditions 

Contextual Factors 

Principal Objectives 
1.  To improve the HRA state-of-the-art , including: 

•  To more realistically incorporate kinds of human-
system interactions found important in accidents and 
near misses 

•  To address dependencies among sequential human 
actions 

•  To address errors of commission (EOCs), including 
their identification and quantification 

2.  To support the development of insights to improve plant 
safety and performance from HRA results 

3.  To support resolution of regulatory and industry issues 
from HRA results 

Development of ATHEANA 
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•  Focuses on the error-forcing context (EFC) 

–  The situation that arises when particular combinations of 
performance shaping factors and plant conditions create an 
environment in which unsafe actions are more likely to occur 

•  Uses a structured search for problem scenarios (i.e., error-forcing 
contexts) and associated unsafe actions (UAs) 
–  Actions inappropriately taken, or not taken when needed, by plant 

personnel that result in a degraded plant safety condition 
•  Develops accident sequences including scenarios that deviate from the 

expected behavior 
•  Uses a facilitator-led, expert elicitation approach for quantification 

–  Allows the plant-specific experience and understanding from 
operators, operator trainers, and other operations experts to be 
directly reflected 

Key Characteristics of ATHEANA 

The ATHEANA HRA Process 
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Steps in 
the 
ATHEANA 
Process 

•  Step 1:  Define and interpret issue of concern 
•  Step 2:  Define scope of analysis 
•  Step 3:  Describe base case scenarios 
•  Step 4:  Define HFEs and unsafe actions 
•  Step 5:  Identify potential vulnerabilities 
•  Step 6:  Search for deviations from base case 
•  Step 7:  Evaluate recovery potential 
•  Step 8:  Quantification 
•  Step 9:  Incorporation into PRA (not discussed) 
 
Most of these steps should be performed iteratively 

Steps in ATHEANA Process 
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Steps in Performing ATHEANA 

Step 1: Define and Interpret Issue of Concern 

Define objectives of analysis and interpret in context of PRA 

•  E.g., HRA support to new PRA, refine existing HRA/PRA, upgrade 
PRA to support risk-informed regulation submittals 

Examples  

•  Identify and quantify potential human failure events that can 
contribute to a pressurized thermal shock (PTS) event 

•  Identify conditions that might induce inappropriate reduction of 
secondary cooling during loss of steam generator (SG) secondary 
cooling flow 

•  Examine the issue of a crew experiencing a partial engine failure 
and reacting appropriately to conclude the flight safely 

–  Context that could lead to turning off the wrong engine   
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Step 2: Define Scope of Analysis 

Limit scope of analysis based on: 
•  Issue of interest 

–  What are relevant initiating events, functions, related 
equipment, specific actions, etc.? 

•  Risk-based priority schemes and plant-specific PRA models 
–  Highest priority initiating events,  functions, modes of 

operation, etc. 
•  Practical concerns 

–  Time, resources, etc. 
 
Note:  The scenario to be analyzed is usually defined for a specific 
initiating event by the end of this step 

Step 3: Describe the PRA Scenario and Its 
Nominal Context  
The base case scenario: 
•  Represents most realistic description of expected plant and operator 

behavior for selected issue and initiator 
•  Provides basis to identify and define deviations from such expectations 

(found in Step 6) 
Ideally, base case scenario: 
•  Is well-defined operationally  
•  Has well-defined physics 
•  Is well-documented 
•  Is realistic 
Scenario description often based on Final Safety Analysis Report 
(FSAR) or other well-documented analyses  
•  In practice, the available information defining a base case is usually 

less than ideal 
•  Analysts must amend information deficiencies or simply recognize them 
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Step 4: Define HFEs and UAs 

Define relevant HFEs based on: 
•  Issue definition (Step 1) 

–  Issue definition step may have already defined the HFE/UA 
–  Or, later steps may require refinements of HFE/UA 

definitions 
–  Iteration back to this step may be required 

•  How operators can fail critical functions in base-case scenario 
Define sets of unsafe actions (UAs) that can lead to HFEs 
•  Several tables and associated guidance are provided to help 

identify HFEs and UAs (e.g., Table 9-8 in NUREG-1624) 

Step 5: Assess Human Performance Information & 
Characterize Factors that Could Lead to Potential 
Vulnerabilities 

Identify and characterize factors (e.g., PSFs) that could 
contribute to crew performance in responding to the various 
accident scenarios 

•  Factors that might increase the likelihood of the HFEs & UAs of 
interest  

•  Helps focus later deviation searches  

•  The analyst chooses the relevant PSFs—not predefined 

Operators and trainers must play a role in this step 

•  Directly or through question/answer sessions  

•  Observation of simulator exercises (with relevant scenarios if 
possible) 
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Step 6: Search for Deviations From the Base Case 

Identify deviations from base case likely to result in 
risk-significant unsafe acts 

–  Deviations are plant behaviors or conditions that set 
up unsafe actions by creating mismatches between 
the proposed plant behavior and:  

•  Operators� knowledge, expectations, biases and 
training  

•  Procedural guidance and timing  

ATHEANA search schemes are available to guide 
analysts to find deviations in plant behavior and 
conditions 

Four Search Schemes for Step 6 

1.  Identify deviations from the base case scenario using �HAZOP� 
guide words 
–  More, less, quicker, slower, repeat ... 

2.  Identify deviations for vulnerabilities associated with procedures 
and informal rules  
–  Changes in timing, sequencing of decision points, etc. 

3.  Identify deviations caused by subtle failures in support systems  
–  Cause problems for operators to identify what�s happening 

4.  Identify deviations that can set up operator tendencies and error 
types leading towards HFEs/UAs of interest 
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Step 7: Evaluate Potential for Recovery 

Possibility of recovering from UAs is considered in this step 
•  However, recovery is always evaluated given the complete EFC 

and the occurrence of the UA(s)  
•  Deviation description is extended to include the scenario 

characteristics up to the last opportunity for recovery 
•  Performance of this step linked with quantification 

–  Iteration between these steps is likely 
 

Step 8: Quantification 

Structured, facilitator led, expert opinion elicitation process  
•  Goal is to arrive at consensus distributions of operator failure 

probabilities 
•  Considerations in elicitation process (covered in NUREG-1880): 

–  Forming the team of experts (include experts familiar with 
important relevant factors, operator trainers, etc.) 

–  Controlling for biases when performing elicitations 
–  Addressing uncertainty 
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ATHEANA Expert Elicitation 

Ask the Experts Two Questions: 
 
1.  Does the HFE make sense? 

•  Given the specific PRA scenario or sub-scenario 
•  Given what is known about operators and 

operations at this plant 

2.  What is the likelihood that operators will fail as 
described in the HFE? 

Basic Formulation for Quantification Process 

P (HFE|S) =   Σ P(EFCi|S) x P(UAj|EFCi,S) 
                                     ij    

•  HFEs are human failure events modeled in PRA 
–  Modeled for a given PRA scenario (S) 
–  Can include multiple unsafe actions (UAs) and error-

forcing contexts (EFCs) 
•  First determine probability of the EFC (plant conditions and 

PSFs) being addressed 
•  Determine probability of UA given the identified EFC 
•  If multiple EFCs identified, then quantify a UA given each 

EFC separately            
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Six Steps to ATHEANA Quantification Process 
1.  Discuss HFE and possible influences / contexts using a factor 
�checklist� as an aid 

2.  Identify �driving� influencing factors and thus most important 
contexts to consider 

3.  Compare these contexts to other familiar contexts and each 
expert independently provide the initial probability distribution 
for the human error probability (HEP) considering: 

 
–  �Likely� to fail   ~  0.5  (5 out of 10 would fail) 
–  �Infrequently� fails  ~  0.1  (1 out of 10 would fail) 
–  �Unlikely� to fail   ~  0.01(1 out of 100 would fail) 
–  �Extremely unlikely�  

  to fail    ~  0.001 (1 out of 1000 would fail) 

Six Steps to Quantification Process (continued) 

4.  Experts discuss and justify their HEP 
5.  Openly discuss opinions and refine the HFE, associated 

contexts, and/or HEPs (if needed) – each expert independently 
provides HEP (may be the same as the initial judgment or may 
be modified) 

6.  Arrive at a consensus HEP for use in the PRA 
–  Sometimes easier said than done, but important to control 

for sources of bias at this stage: 
•  Group effects (e.g., dominant person) 
•  Scaling effects (e.g., calculating HEP differently) 
•  Biases (e.g., not considering all information) 
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Example Applications of ATHEANA 

–  HRA/PRAs in a prospective analysis of regulatory and industry 
issues such as pressurized thermal shock (PTS) (3 plants – 
Oconee, Beaver Valley, Palisades) 

–  International HRA Empirical Study (Steam Generator Tube 
Rupture and Loss of Feedwater scenarios) 

–   DOE�s license application for Yucca Mountain waste repository 
(preclosure facility) 

–  Qualitative analyses of spent fuel handling (misloads and cask 
drops)  (NUREG/CR-7016) 

–  Event analyses and development of a knowledge-base for fire-
specific human performance issues (NUREG-1921) 

–  HRA/PRA to evaluate design features of a facility to dismantle 
chemical weapons 

Recent ATHEANA Applications 
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•  Identify operational vulnerabilities the could set up UAs 
•  e.g., procedure weaknesses 

•  Identify plausible deviations from nominal scenarios 
•  Identify important PSFs relevant to both nominal and deviation 

scenarios 
•  Identify other factors that could significantly affect the 

likelihood of the HFEs 
•  Method is extremely flexible and doesn’t limit type of 

analysis that can be performed or where it can be applied 

Unique Features of ATHEANA 

Use ATHEANA if risk-informed decision making requires: 
•  Understanding vulnerabilities associated with specific UAs 

instead of generic HFEs 
•  e.g., submittal that includes procedural change 

•  Understanding the contexts of specific EFCs (rather than a 
generic scenario context) 

•  e.g., need for a more detailed HRA as part of a PRA 
•  Understanding a wide range of PSFs under different contexts 

and scenarios 
•  Analyzing an application for which other HRA methods have 

not been used or do not fit 

When to Use ATHEANA 
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Review 

NUREG-1842 Good Practices Summary of ATHEANA 
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Lesson 9 Review 
  
•  What does ATHEANA stand for? 
•  What is an error forcing context (EFC)? 
•  What is an unsafe action (UA)? 
•  What is the base case in ATHEANA? 
•  What is a deviation from the base case?  
•  What are some ATHEANA search schemes? 
•  How are HEPs calculated in ATHEANA? 
•  What are some limitations of expert estimation? 
•  When might it be desirable to use ATHEANA? 

LESSON 10 

HRA Review and Advanced Topics 
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Lesson 10 Objectives 
  
! Reiterate key HRA concepts through new developments 

in the field 
! Understand several practices to ensure the quality of an 

HRA 
! Understand helpful criteria for selecting among different 

HRA methods 
! Review HRA being developed for new domains 
! Understand fundamental principles behind the 

development of the new NRC hybrid approach 

What Makes a Good HRA? 
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Four Principles of Quality HRA 
  
•  Complete team 
 
•  Thorough qualitative analysis 
 
•  Traceable quantification 
 
•  Full documentation 

These are an amalgam of different sources and 
represent the good practices in the authors’ opinions 

Complete Team 
Different People Bring Different Expertise 
•  PRA: Probabilistic risk analyst brings insights into the hardware or 
  system failures that may prove risk significant 
•  HRA: Human reliability analyst understands human error contribution 
  and application of specific HRA methods 
•  Ops: Operations expert (e.g., simulator trainer) understands the 
  process of using the system and the 
  difficulties that operators may encounter 
•  Users: Actual operators of the system 
•  HF: Human factors expert 
 
Don’t try to wear all hats yourself 
•  Build a team and interview people who 
  know the answers 
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Thorough Qualitative Analysis 
Don’t Rush Understanding the Problem Domain 
•  Even if the main goal of the analysis is quantification, it is important to 
  perform a good qualitative analysis to: 

•  Identify all relevant sources of human error 
•  Understand the unique contexts of human errors 
•  Understand the factors (e.g., PSFs) that could influence human  
  performance in these unique contexts 
 

A Good Qualitative Analysis Takes Time and Resources 
•  Performing a complete task analysis can require resources similar to 
  those needed to construct PRA systems models 
•  Humans are the most complex “component” in the plant 
•  It takes time and effort to understand the variety of challenges faced 
  by an operator and the actions possible in response to those 
  challenges 

Traceable Quantification 
It’s Important to be able to tell where the numbers come from 
•  Ideally, numbers would be based on operational history and observed  
  performance 

•  Realistically, it’s necessary to derive HEPs from models and 
expert estimation 

•  It doesn’t matter whether it’s a model-based approach (e.g., SPAR-H) 
or expert estimation (e.g., ATHEANA) 

•  Assumptions that influenced HEP need to be declared 
•  PSFs should not be fine-tuned just to get a value that “looks right” 

•  Realize that generic PSF lists may not always be relevant for 
  a specialized analysis 

•  Groups of experts and consensus estimates should be used to  
  control for skewed or biased results 

•  Use realistic lower HEP bounds (e.g., HEP > 1E-5) 
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Adequate Documentation 
Your HRA Should Stand on Its Own 
•  Every step, assumption, and finding of your qualitative and quantitative  
  HRA should be documented 
•  Too often we see 

•  PSFs assigned with no explanation why 
•  HEPs without an explanation behind the value 

•  HRA should build a firm case for the  
  human errors and HEPs you’ve  
  determined 
 
Your HRA is a Written Record 
•  If you go back to your HRA one year 
  later and can’t remember what you did  
  or what you found, no one else will be  
  able to either 

How to Perform a Better Analysis 
Additional Tips Can Be Found 
 
•  Good Practices for Implementing HRA, NUREG-1792, US 
  Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 2005 
 
•  SHARP1—A Revised Systematic Human Action Reliability 
  Procedure, TR-101711, EPRI, 1992 
 
•  Method-specific documentation 

•  e.g., Many people use SPAR-H because it’s easy to 
  use, but some of these same people do not read 
  the documentation (NUREG/CR-6883) 
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Choosing Among HRA Methods 

Choosing Among Methods 
Advantages of Each Method 
•  Full Qualitative Analysis 

–  THERP, ATHEANA 
•  Simplicity of Estimation Process  

–  ASEP, SPAR-H, CBDT 
•  Flexibility to Cover Unusual Events 

–  ATHEANA 
•  Coverage of Cognitive Factors 

–  SPAR-H, ATHEANA 
•  Complete Method (Identification, Modeling, Quantification) 

–  THERP, ATHEANA 
 
There are over 60 HRA methods that may meet particular 
applications beyond what has been described here 
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EPRI’s Guide to Method Selection 
Plant Condition Cue/Type Method Example 

Normal operation Routine activities THERP 
ASEP Calibration of RWST bistables 

Normal operation Alarm or annunciator Annunciator Response Model Loss of a CCW pump 
Post Reactor Trip Immediate actions HCR/ORE Manual reactor trip 
Post Reactor Trip Time critical actions HCR/ORE 

CBDT Establish seal injection within 13 
minutes 

Post Reactor Trip Procedural Response CBDT Isolate ruptured SG 
Post Reactor Trip Non proceduralized 

actions Qualitative 
HCR/ORE Recovery actions 

Post Reactor Trip with Plant 
Stabilized Alarm or annunciator THERP Annunciator 

Response Model CST low level 
Historical. Pre-cursor Events Findings All + SPAR-H SDP issues 

Courtesy EPRI / From 2010 EPRI HRA Calculator Training Module 

Other Places to Look for Guidance 
Each Method Has Strengths and Weaknesses, Which Have to a 
Limited Extent Been Documented 
 
•  Alan Swain’s Comparative Evaluation of Methods for Human 

Reliability Analysis (1989, GRS) 
•  NUREG-1842: Evaluation of Human Reliability Analysis Methods 

Against Good Practices (2006, NRC) 
•  Human Reliability Analysis Methods: Selection Guidance for NASA 

(2006, NASA) 
•  NUREG/IA-216: International HRA Empirical Study (Multiple 

Volumes, NRC) 
•  Review of Human Reliability Assessment Methods (2009, UK HSE) 
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HRA for New Domains 

 
What application is most HRA designed for? 

  
Nuclear power plants 

At full power 
Control room operations 

Analog control room 
  

Can we generalize methods designed for this 
application to new domains and applications? 

  
What other HRA applications do you have? 
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HRA Development for New Domains 
 
•  CARA:  EuroControl HRA method for air traffic control 
•   Spent fuel handling: US NRC ATHEANA method for crane 

operations and dry cask handling 
•   EPRI/NRC Fire HRA (NUREG-1921) 

•  Training available 
•   US Department of Homeland Security HRA methods for 

cybersecurity 
•   CAHR: German HRA method for automobile safety 
•   Petro-HRA: Norwegian HRA method for offshore oil operations 
•   MERMOS: French HRA method developed (in part) to address 

computerized procedures 
•   UK National Rail HRA method 
•   NASA HRA tailored for space applications 

•  Existing HRA methods may produce error estimates that 
don’t fully reflect what is known about human 
performance in space domains 

•  Augmenting NASA tools and  
methods to existing HRA methods  
increases the ease and fidelity  
of making HRA estimates for  
space safety 

•  Incorporates information from  
bioastronautics known as the  
space PSFs (e.g., bone density  
loss, microgravity, solitude) 

Example: NASA HRA Method for Space Safety 
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Hybrid Approaches 
Several Recent Efforts Combine HRA Methods 
•  EPRI HRA Calculator combines 

•  HCR/ORE for cognitive errors where time is driving 
influence 
•  CBDT for other cognitive errors 
•  THERP for execution errors 

•  NASA advocates mixing elements of THERP, CREAM, 
  NARA, and SPAR-H 
•  Recent US NRC IDHEAS HRA method aimed at finding  
  the best of different HRA methods 
•  Challenge is that parts of different methods  
  may not always fit together 

HRA Fire Analysis (NUREG-1921) 
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Browns Ferry, 1975  
•  Possible wrong indications and spurious actuations 
•  Smoke hindered recovery actions and fire fighting 
•  Fire duration 5-10 hours 
Oconee, 1989 
•  Overcooling incident occurred as a result of non-safety switchgear fire 
Ignalina, 1988 
•  Breakers opened and equipment tripped inadvertently 
Chernobyl, 1991 
•  Damaged cable initiated the chain of events 
Waterford, 1995 
•  Erratic indications on the control panel 
 

Historical  Fire Events 

Need for NUREG-1921 

In 2001, NUREG/CR-6850, Fire PRA Methodology for 
Nuclear Facilities, was developed under joint 
agreement with EPRI 
•  The process identified: 

–  Fire related HFEs 
–  Proposed a method for assigning screening values 
–  Limited Initial guidance on PSFs 

•  The NUREG/CR also suggested when a point estimate 
was needed that a detailed HRA method could be used 

•  NUREG-1921 developed to address this shortcoming 
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What was wrong with this approach? 
•  “The authors of the NUREG  

determined that most HRA  
methods did not provide fire  
specific HRA guidance including  
lack of guidance on fire-specific  
PSFs and focused, instead, on  
too much analyst judgment” 

•  There was a recognized need to  
go beyond screening level analysis to scoping or detailed 
analysis 

What is covered in the approach? 
•  Framework is introduced 
•  Operator actions post-fire are identified 
•  Approach presented for qualitative  

analysis 
•  Fire-relevant PSFs are identified 
•  Screening and scoping (new) quantification are covered 
•  Detailed quantification (ATHEANA & HRA Calcultator) 
•  Recovery defined 
•  Dependence and uncertainty guidance 
•  Guidelines for application 
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Caveats to the Approach 

•  Pre-initiating events (latent errors) not 
considered 

•  Improperly restoring suppression  
equipment after test is thought to be  
contained in empirical data in  
NUREG-6850 

•  Manual fire detection not included as part of scope 
–  It is calculated based on the frequency of the 

roving fire watch 

Modeling Assumptions 

•  Crew is aware of the fire location within 
a short time (i.e., within the first 10 
minutes) 

•  Crew is aware of the need for plant trip 
(i.e., it is not automatic) 

•  Crew is aware of the need to implement a fire brigade 
–  Assigning a crew member to fire brigade does not 

diminish control room capability 
•  Crew is aware of potential for unusual plant behavior as 

a result of the fire 
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Fire HRA Steps 
1.  Identify operator actions in internal 

events PRA (response to reactor trip, 
turbine trip, etc.) 

2.  Screen out internal event HFEs not 
associated with fire initiating events 
(e.g., SGTR) 

3.  Review fire related event and fault 
trees 

4.  Determine each internal event HFE 
–   Fire impact on instrumentation, 

impact of timing of cues, success 
criteria, staffing resources, lighting 
and access for local actions 

What other unique contexts and 
actions are to be considered? 
•  Actions required when 

equipment is fire damaged, 
•   Main control room 

abandonment 
(uninhabitable)  

•  Control room response to 
spurious indication and 
instruments 

•  Pre-emptive response  to 
prevent further damage 
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What are the PSFs? 
Procedures 
•  Will crews execute fire procedures in parallel with, before or after 

EOPs? 
Special equipment and special fitness needs 
•  Are personnel expected to be wearing plant protective equipment 

(PPE)? 
Cues and indications 
•  Certain indications credited in the internal events PRA may not be 

credible if indications are impacted by fire 
Others 
•  Timing, procedures, complexity, workload, HMI, Environment, crew 

communications, staffing 

 Three Types of Recovery 
Type 1 
•  Recovery from a human error (peer checking) 
Type 2 
•  Recovery of initially unavailable, functions or systems 

needed to achieve decay heat removal 
Type 3 
•  Model of the fire brigade and their actions to 

extinguish to fire (treated by statistical models, from 
fire suppression event data) 
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OK, So What Don’t We credit? 
•  Recovery actions requiring  

communication while wearing  
SCBAs 

•  Recovery that requires travel  
through fire areas 

•  Restoring systems damaged  
by the fire 

•  Actions for which there is insufficient time 
•  Actions for which there are no procedures 
•  Situations where there aren’t enough staff available 

Dependencies, Always Tricky 

•  Review cut sets and sequences per ASME PRA STD 
•  Keep an eye out for new dependencies 

–  Fire procedures implemented in parallel to the EOP 
•  Look at common instruments, mindset, resource 

availability 
•  Revert to the THERP tables 
•  Instruction to consider stress as a dependency factor  

–  Do we double count here? 
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Discussion of Level 2 HRA 

Three Levels of Analysis in PRA 

•  Level 1 PSA identifies and quantifies the sequences of 
events that may lead to the loss of core structural 
integrity and massive fuel failures 

•  Level 2 PSA starts from the Level 1 results, and 
analyses the containment behavior, evaluates the 
radionuclides released from the failed fuel and 
quantifies the releases to the environment 

•  Level 3 PSA starts from the Level 2 results, and 
analyses the distribution of radionuclides in the 
environment and evaluates the resulting effect on public 
health 

(CNSC, 2005) 
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Three Levels of Analysis in HRA 
•  Level 1 HRA concentrates on the sequences of human 

actions that may contribute to loss of core structural 
integrity 

•  Level 2 HRA concerns human actions that may 
contribute to radioactive release after the loss of core 
structural integrity 

•  Level 3 HRA starts from the Level 2 results, and 
considers human actions that may contribute to effects 
on the environment and public health following the loss 
of core structural integrity 

The Problem 

•  Most HRA has been developed for Level 1: 
–  At power 
–  Internal events 
–  Post-initiator 
–  Control room actions 
–  Emergency operating procedures (EOPs) 

•  Very little HRA developed for Level 2: 
–  Need to develop HRA beyond Level 1 applications 
–  Need to adapt simplified HRA methods for these 

complex domains 
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Differences Between Level 1 and 2 HRA 

The Challenge with Level 2 HRA 

Performance 
drivers not well 

reflected in existing 
methods 

Operating 
performance not 

well accounted for 
in existing methods 
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Current Level 2 HRA Efforts (1) 

•  Richner’s (2006) HRA Quantification Approach for the 
Beznau Nuclear Power Plant 
1.  Extended Level 1 HRA methods to include: 

•  Emergency crews taking control of the plant 
•  Coordination of multiple emergency crews 
•  Following SAMGs by emergency crews 

2.  Results of adapting existing THERP and ASEP 
HRA methods 
•  Difficult to adapt these methods 
•  Yields less accurate performance estimates than 

Level 1 HRA 

Current Level 2 HRA Efforts (2) 
•  MacLeod et al.’s (2014) HRA Quantification Approach 

for FLEX gear 
1.  Use of decision tree to account for: 

•  Availability of staff 
•  Time required to complete tasks 
•  Accessibility of equipment 
•  PPE safety limits 
•  Reliability of communication between groups 
•  Availability of required equipment 

2.  Primary focus is on actions required in the field 
during emergencies but not generalized method 
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Current Level 2 HRA Efforts (3) 
•  EdF’s Méthode d’évaluation de la réalisation des 

missions opérateur pour la sûreté (MERMOS) HRA 
method extended to Level 2 HRA (2005) 
1.  Evaluates performance of the “emergency 

operating system” 
•  Plant personnel 
•  Emergency personnel 
•  National crisis response teams 

2.  Requires extensive use of subject matter experts to 
identify key actions and expert judgment to quantify 
them 

3.  Resource intensive, appropriate for large fleet 

Current Level 2 HRA Efforts (4) 
•  ISRN’s Human and Organizational Reliability 

Aspects in Accident Management (HORAAM) 
method (2014) 
1.  Only method developed specifically for 

Level 2 HRA 
2.  Identifies seven key influence factors in 

addressing crisis management 
• Not a full-fledged method but rather a way 

of understanding how to consider these 
factors in severe accidents 

• Does not consider SAMGs 
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Current Level 2 HRA Efforts (5) 
•  HORAAM (2014) 

Current Level 2 HRA Efforts (6) 
•  SPAR-H Used for Chinese L2 HRA (Wang, 2013) 
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Current Level 2 HRA Efforts (7) 
•  General Shortcomings of Level 2 Approaches 

1.  Some approaches oversimplify to the extent of 
becoming screening analysis approaches 

2.  Others require extensive expert elicitation exercises 
to use 

3.  Many approaches omit some crucial aspect of 
Level 2 activities like SAMGs or FLEX 

4.  Most approaches do not provide clear route to 
quantification 
•  Edge effects where human performance starts to 

break down are beyond current models 

Review 
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Lesson 10 Review 
  
•  What are some practices to ensure the quality of an 

HRA? 
•  Who should be on an HRA team? 
•  Why is a thorough qualitative analysis important? 
•  When would you use THERP? SPAR-H? CBDT? 

ATHEANA? 
•  What are some differences between nuclear and non-

nuclear applications of HRA? 
•  How is the Fire HRA method related to ATHEANA? 
•  What are some considerations for Level 2 modeling in 

HRA? 

HRA Questions? 
  
•  Ronald Boring 

ronald.boring@inl.gov 

•  David Gertman 
david.gertman@inl.gov 
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The Fallible Engineer 
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Taken in part from:  New Scientist 2 November 1991 

 

The Fallible Engineer 
Australian engineers feel that they are being blamed for accidents and failures that are beyond 

their control.  They want the public to understand that experts are only human. 

Sharon Beder 

 

At four o’clock in the morning of 30 April 1988, a railway embankment near the coastal town of 

Coledale in New South Wales collapsed, sending tons of mud and water down a hill.  The debris 

crushed a house, killing a woman and child who were inside.  The area was prone to subsidence 

and evidence given at the inquest suggested that the designers of the embankment had not taken 

proper account of this.  Four people, two of them engineers, were subsequently charged with 

endangering passengers on a railway.  One, a principal geotechnical engineer with the State Rail 

Authority of New South Wales, was also charged with two counts of manslaughter. 

 

Though none of them was convicted, the engineering profession was horrified that engineers 

should be charged in this way, and rallied to their support.  Peter Miller, chairman of the standing 

committee on legal liability of the Institution of Engineers, Australia, argued that criminal 

prosecutions against engineers set a precedent that could change the way engineering was 

practiced.  He said it was likely to result in engineers becoming more conservative in their 

assessments and decisions.  Although this was not in itself a bad thing, it would mean higher 

costs for engineering work, he claimed. 

 

The institution was also concerned about individual blame being apportioned to engineers who 

work as part of a team in organizations operating under financial constraints.  Bill Rourke, who 

retired last month as the institution’s chief executive, pointed out in its magazine, Engineers 

Australia, that safety margins are closely related to the availability of funds.  He argued that the 

provider of those funds, in this case the community, should carry a significant responsibility for 

safety levels. 

 

The issue of who should take responsibility when things go wrong is becoming a central concern 

for the engineering profession worldwide.  At the end of last year the Australian institution sent 

all its members a discussion paper entitled Are you at risk? Managing Expectations.  More than 

3000 engineers replied, the largest response the institution has ever had on any issue.  In the 

preface to the paper, the institution’s president, Mike Sargent, said that the trend towards 

criminal prosecutions for negligence and escalation of civil law claims against engineers 

“constitute a significant threat to the ability of our profession to serve the community and might 

even threaten its continued existence.” 

 

Miller, too, believes that the profession is at risk.  “Engineers are being put in untenable 

positions,” he says.  “they are being asked to make decisions over matters they cannot control 

and being forced to take responsibility for these decisions.”  What Miller and his colleagues at 

the Institution of Engineers are proposing is nothing short of a radical change in the relationship 

between engineer and society.  The engineering profession seems to be approaching a turning 

point. 
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Miller and his colleagues believe that if people are more aware of the uncertainties surrounding 

engineering work and the limitations of mathematical models, then they would not so readily 

blame engineers for failures.  The institution’s discussion paper pointed out that engineers had 

presented a falsely optimistic and idealistic view of their work.  They are now paying the price 

for having raised unjustifiably high the public’s expectations of what they can deliver.  “We 

know (or should know) that our models are limited as to their ability to represent real systems, 

and we use (or should use) them accordingly.  The trouble is that we are so inordinately proud of 

them that we do not present their limitations to the community, and leave the community with 

the impression that the models are precise and comprehensive.” 

 

The discussion paper quotes the 1946 chairman of the Scottish branch of Britain’s Institution of 

Structural Engineers as saying:  “Structural engineering is the art of modeling materials we do 

not wholly understand into shapes we cannot precisely analyse so as to withstand forces we 

cannot properly assess in such a way that the public at large has no reason to suspect the extent 

of our ignorance.” 

 

Why have engineers misled the public in this way?  Gavan McDonnell, an engineer and 

supervisor of the graduate program in science and society at the University of New South Wales, 

says:  “It is the very nature of professions to fill the role of a sort of priesthood with 

transcendental access to superior knowledge.  Engineers have assumed this role, too.  They have 

protected their professional status as possessors of special knowledge and have not been inclined 

to discuss the limitations of that knowledge with those outside the profession.”  McDonnell 

admits that there is a large element of technocratic arrogance in this stance, but says that modern 

societies require this division of knowledge in order to function.  There is, however, an important 

rider:  “Previously the community trusted in the probity and ethical rightness of the expert,” he 

says.  “But as experts are increasingly seen to be working for particular interests in society, that 

trust is disappearing.” 

 

Miller, too, points to the breakdown of the social contract between engineers and society.  He 

says that the contract involved a commitment by engineers to always put the public interest first 

and a commitment by the public to allow engineers to regulate themselves.  “That contract is 

now seen to be broken by both parties,” he says.  The institution’s discussion paper is the first 

step in a process of re-establishing trust between engineers and the public.  Miller, one of the 

authors of the paper, was at first hesitant about sending it out.  He was worried that engineers 

might not be interested in questions that don’t have clear-cut answers, and concerned that they 

would not want to discus philosophy—even engineering philosophy.  He has been gratified to 

find an unsuspected hunger for such a discussion. 

 

The philosophy set out in the paper is that engineering is an art rather than a science, and as such 

depends heavily on judgment.  The widespread use in engineering of heuristics, or “rules of the 

thumb,” requires judgment to be used properly.  Billy Vaughn Koen, professor of mechanical 

engineering at the University of Texas at Austin, defines a heuristic device as “anything that 

provides a plausible aid or direction in the solution of a problem but is in the final analysis 

unjustified, incapable of justification and infallible.”  Heuristics is used in the absence of better 

knowledge or as a short-cut method of working out something that would be too expensive or too 

time-consuming to work out more scientifically. 
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An example of a heuristic device is a “factor of safety,” sometimes referred to as a “factor of 

ignorance.”  Engineers have to work with materials that vary widely in strength and other 

characteristics, and design for a range of operating conditions and loads.  To cope with these 

variations and uncertainties they employ factors of safety.  Henry Petroski, an American 

engineer who has written extensively on engineer accidents, explains:  “Factors of safety are 

intended to allow for the bridge built of the weakest imaginable batch of steel to stand up under 

the heaviest imaginable truck going over the largest imaginable pothole and bouncing across the 

roadway in a storm.” 

 

However, the concept of a factor of safety is often misunderstood by those outside the profession 

as implying some large safety margin on a predictable design.  Barry McMahon, a Sydney-based 

geotechnical engineer, has found his clients believe that as factor of safety implies “certainty” 

plus a bit more.  He says they are far more concerned with the financial risk of “conservative” 

design (design that errs on the safe side) than they are with other sources of risk.  Conservative 

design tends to be more expensive, which means that there is always pressure to reduce factors 

of safety.  For a factor of safety to be effective, the means of failure must be known and the 

cause of the failure determinable by experiment.  For example concrete columns may be 

designed to cope with 10 times the compression stresses the engineer estimates they will have to 

bear.  In this case the factor of safety is 10.  But this assumes that if the columns are going to fail 

it will be as a result of compression. 

 

If the columns are subject to unexpected forces from another direction—so that they are 

stretched instead of compressed, for example—then their extra ability to take compression will 

not be of much help.  The ability of a concrete column to bear a particular stress is determined by 

experiments done repeatedly on concrete columns in the laboratory. 

 

All engineering structures incorporate factors of safety and yet some still fail, and when this 

happens the factor of safety for similar structures built subsequently might be increased.  

Conversely, when a particular type of structure has been used often without failure, there is a 

tendency for engineers to suspect that these structures are overdesigned and that the factor of 

safety can be reduced.  Petroski says:  “The dynamics of raising the factor of safety in the wake 

of accidents and lowering it in the absence of accidents can clearly lead to cyclic occurrences of 

structural failures.”  He points out that this cyclic behaviour occurred with suspension bridges 

following the failure of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge, which collapsed spectacularly in 1940 in 

mild winds. 

 

Cutting safety margins to reduce costs in the face of success happens in all engineering 

disciplines.  William Starbuck and Frances Milliken, researchers at New York University, have 

studied the catastrophic failure of the challenger space shuttle in January 1986 and concluded in 

their paper “Challenger: fine-tuning the odds until something breaks” (Journal of Management 

Studies, Vol. 25, July 1988) that the same phenomenon was present there.  They argue that, as 

successful launches accumulated, the engineering managers at NASA and Thiokol, the firm 

responsible for designing and building the rocket boosters for the shuttle, grew more confident of 

future successes.  NASA relaxed its safety procedures, treating the shuttle as an “operational” 
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technology rather than a risky experiment, and no longer tested or inspected as thoroughly as 

they had the early launches. 

 

Signs of Failure 

 

The O-rings sealing the joints in the shuttle’s solid-fuel rocket booster, which were eventually 

found to have played a major role in the accident (“Why Challenger Failed,” New Scientist, 11 

September 1986), had shown signs of failure in after three of the five flights during 1984 and 

after eight of nine flights during 1985.  But since this damage had not impeded the shuttle 

launch, engineering managers at NASA and Thiokol came to accept this damage as “allowable 

erosion” and “acceptable risk.”  Lawrence Mulloy, manager of the solid rocket booster project, is 

quoted by Starbuck and Milliken as saying:  “Since the risk on O-ring erosion was accepted and 

indeed expected, it was no longer considered an anomaly to be resolved before the next flight.” 

 

Brian Wynne, a researcher at the University of Lancaster, has also studied the Challenger 

disaster and other accidents.  He says that O-ring damage and leakage had come to be accepted 

as “the new normality.”  Wynne argues that implementing designs and operating technological 

systems involve “the continual invention and negotiation of new rules and relationship” and that 

if this did not happen most technological systems would come to a halt.  Starbuck and Milliken 

agree with respect to the space shuttle.  They point out that NASA had identified nearly 300 

special “hazards” associated with the launch of Challenger.  “But if NASA’s managers had 

viewed these hazards so seriously that any one of them could readily block a launch, NASA 

might never have launched any shuttles.” 

 

Wynne says there is a tendency to refer to “human error” when accidents occur, as if there has 

been some “drastic departure from normal rule-bound operating practices, and as if we were 

exonerating a supposedly separate mechanical, nonsocial part of the system.”  He suggests that 

part of the problem may be that technological systems are designed as if organizations can 

operate with perfect communication and that people are not prone to distraction, illogic or 

complacency.  Jean Cross, professor of safety science at the University of New South Wales, 

agrees that engineers have a tendency to neglect what she calls the “human/technology interface” 

in their designs.  For example, they do not take account of how long it takes people to process 

information and how people behave when they are under stress. 

 

The institution’s paper gives some recognition to this.  It says that the notional probability of 

failure implicit in engineering codes does not give sufficient weight to human factors.  “It deals 

mainly with those issues for which we can rationally compute factors of safety.”  Miller is keen 

for engineers to give more consideration to the human/technology interface.  This is one of the 

areas that will be covered in a second discussion paper, which is being put together at the 

moment. 

 

For Starbuck, Milliken, Wynne, Petroski and many others, all engineering design involves 

experimentation.  According to Petroski, “each novel structural concept—be it a sky walk over a 

hotel lobby, a suspension bridge over a river, or a jumbo jet capable of flying across the 

oceans—is the hypothesis to be tested first on paper and possibly in the laboratory but ultimately 
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to be justified by its performance of its function without failure.”  Failures will occasionally 

occur.  They are unavoidable, he argues, unless innovation is completely abandoned. 

 

Wynne goes further, arguing that the experimental nature of engineering extends beyond the 

designing stage:  “If technology involves making up rules and relationships as its practitioners go 

along, it is a form of social experiment on the grand scale.”  Similarly, Starbuck and Milliken say 

that “fine tuning is real-life experimentation in the face of uncertainty.” 

 

If engineering is based on incomplete models and on judgment and experimentation, who should 

be held responsible when engineering projects fail, causing loss of life and property, and damage 

to the environment?  For many engineers this is not a useful question.  Mark Tweeddale, 

professor of risk engineering at the University of Sydney, argues that finding who is to blame for 

an accident is a fruitless way of going about things.  “If someone makes a mistake, you need to 

ask what caused them to make that mistake?  Was it the stress they were under?  Was it that they 

were not properly trained?  Should they never have been hired for the job?  All these questions 

lead back to management, but management is also human and the same questions apply.  It’s like 

peeling an onion:  in the end you are left with nothing.”  This does not mean an accident 

shouldn’t be investigated.  But Tweeddale feels that legal proceedings to establish blame are 

unhelpful in sorting out the lessons to be learnt from an accident, because the sub judice laws 

that come into play during a court case restrict free and open public discussion of what 

happened. 

 

Engineers feel that the public is increasingly looking for someone to blame when accidents 

happen, rather than accepting accidents as an inevitable part of life.  They are frustrated at what 

seems to be the public’s requirement for complete safety.  Simon Schubach, a consulting 

engineer who does risk assessments for the New South Wales planning department, is often 

asked at public meetings:  “Will it be safe?”  But the audience seldom accepts his answer, which 

tends to be along the lines of:  “On the basis of the assumptions we made, and the limited 

applicability of the models we used, our assessment is that the project will meet acceptable risk 

criteria.”  Schubach finds the public’s demand for certainty naïve, unreasonable, and ill-founded:  

“Engineering is just not like that.” 

 

McDonnell is also concerned about the increasing tendency for lawyers to look for someone to 

hold liable whenever anything undesirable happens after engineers have given advice.  However, 

he argues that the law still has a part to play where there has been gross negligence and 

dereliction of duty.  This may mean criminal prosecutions of engineers in some instances,” he 

says.  “Engineers simply can’t expect to be immune from this.” 

 

Australia’s Society for Social Responsibility in Engineering believes that engineers should 

accept responsibility for safety of their work even if this means they will be held criminally 

liable.  Philip Thornton, president of the society, says:  “If an engineer makes a structure stronger 

because the risk of being charged if that structure collapses is too high, then the risk of someone 

being killed or injured is also too high.”  Thornton argues that if engineers are concerned about 

being personally liable for accidents and failures then they are less likely to bow to economic 

pressure to reduce safety margin.  “Caution is a good thing.” 
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The dilemma for engineers today is how to tell the public of the extent of their ignorance without 

losing the community’s confidence.  Getting public acceptance of new or controversial 

technologies is greatly assisted by portraying them as perfectly predictable and controllable.  

“Concern for public reassurance produces artificially purified public accounts of scientific and 

technological methods and processes,” says Wynne.  “When something goes wrong, this 

background is an ever more difficult framework against which to explain that even when people 

act competently and responsibly, unexpected things can happen and things go wrong.” 

 

The emerging recognition that this situation cannot go on is leading Australian engineers to 

question their role as “problem solver” who design projects and advocate them as the “right” 

solutions to community problems.  The Institution of Engineers is suggesting a shift to a different 

role for engineers as “technical advisers” who put forward options for the community to choose 

from.  This means forgoing some of their autonomy and status as technological decision makers 

in favor of sharing the decisions, in order to share the responsibility of things go wrong.  

McDonnell argues that the social contract between engineers and the community will not 

disintegrate if ways can be developed of consulting the public and allowing the community to 

monitor and vet projects. 

 

It will not be easy for people like Miller and his like-minded colleagues in the Institution of 

Engineers to bring engineers around to this sharing of responsibility and decision making, and to 

open and frank dialogue with the community.  The change will require a lot more discussion 

within the profession and changes in engineering education and perhaps public education.  Yet 

Miller is heartened by the overwhelmingly positive response he has had from engineers in 

Australia. 

 

________________________________ 

 

Sharon Beder is a member of the Institution of Engineers, Australia, and of the Society for 

Social Responsibility in Engineering.  She is currently environmental education coordinator at 

the University of Sydney. 

Tom Wyatt is read in structural design in the Department of Civil Engineering at Imperial 

College, London. 

 

Further reading:  Are you at Risk?  Managing Expectations.  Institution of Engineers, 

Australia, 1990; Henry Petroski, To Engineer is Human:  The Role of failure in Successful 

Design, MacMillan 1985; Brian Wynne, “Unruly technology: Practical rules, impractical 

discourses and public understanding,” Social Studies of Science, Vol 18, 1988; William Starbuck 

and Frances Milliken, “Chalenger: fine-tuning the odds until something breaks,” Journal of 

Management Studies, Vol 25, July 1988. 
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Exercises for THERP  

Refer to the system flow diagram and event tree shown on the following pages.  We will 
examine an interfacing system loss of coolant accident (ISLOCA) that begins with internal 
failure of one of the pairs of check valves that isolate the high-pressure reactor coolant system 
(RCS) from the interfacing low-pressure residual heat removal (RHR) system.  Failure of a pair 
of these check valves will challenge the RHR discharge relief valves, which lift at 600 psig 
(valves 1ND31 and 1ND64).  However, the relief capacity of these valves (400 gpm) is too small 
to mitigate the pressure rise in the RHR system.  The flanges in the RHR system are not likely to 
fail as a result of overpressurization, nor are the valves.  The most likely location for a large 
break is the tube-side cylinder of the RHR heat exchangers.  If there is a rupture in the RHR 
system, the scenario will proceed to core damage unless the operators can detect, diagnose, and 
isolate the break. 

From the event tree, we see there are five human failure events (HFEs) of interest.  OP-FTC-2 
represents operator failure to isolate the LOCA by closing safety injection isolation motor-
operated valves (MOV) 1NI-173A and 1NI-178B, following diagnosis of the ISLOCA.  These 
actions are directed by an Emergency Operating Procedure (EOP) for LOCA Outside 
Containment, which is entered upon correct diagnosis of the ISLOCA (event DIAG-LOCA). 

We first illustrate the use of THERP to model event OP-FTC-2.  The modeling assumes that the 
Control Room Supervisor (CRS) is functioning as the procedure reader and that the Reactor 
Operator (RO) performs actions directed by the procedure.  Threat stress is assessed for all 
subtasks, because this event immediately follows the detection of an auxiliary building high 
radiation alarm.  A moderate level of dependence was assessed between the CRS and RO.  The 
THERP event tree for this action is shown below. 

Answer the following questions regarding this THERP analysis. 

1. What might be a feasible recovery action for subtask A?  Why might no credit have been 
given for this recovery? 

2. What recovery actions are modeled in this THERP tree? 
3. The nominal HEPs are shown in the THERP tree.  Calculate the basic and conditional 

HEPs, and find the overall HEP for event OP-FTC-2.  Assume all actions are step-by-step 
in nature. 

Now consider event DIAG-LOCA in the event tree.  The success criterion for this event is 
correct transition from the Reactor Trip/Safety Injection EOP to the EOP for LOCA Outside 
Containment.  The entry condition is auxiliary building high radiation alarm, EMF-41.  Construct 
and quantify a THERP event tree for failure of the RO to diagnose an ISLOCA according to this 
criterion. 
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APPENDIX E 
 

SPAR-H EXERCISE 
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Exercises for SPAR-H  

 

Requantify events OP-FTC-2 and DIAG-LOCA from the THERP exercise using SPAR-H.  Note 
that task decomposition is not required for SPAR-H, in contrast to the approach of THERP.  
Assume that the time available from the initiator until the onset of severe core damage is 1.5 
hours. 
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$$B.$0"#$1#52)1#/$B*/)346&*$4=4)'4;'#$
)*$0"#$3&*01&'$1&&<U$

%%J1(%%#('(%-4'%(G()*(?*&%

Training on
Indication

Warning or
Alternative

in
Procedure

Indication
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Indication
Available in

CR

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) neg.

(c) neg.

(d) 1.5E-03

(e) 5.0E-02

(f) 5.0E-01

(g) *
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K%
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K% N%
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%%J1(%%#('(%-4'%(G()*(?*&%
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Procedure
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(e) 5.0E-02
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(g) *
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$I1#$0"#$B*/)346&*.$0"40$41#$
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Front

Back
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Back
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Alarmed vs.
not alarmed

Front vs. back
panel

Nominal
probability

Check vs.
monitor

Low vs. high
workload

pcb

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 1.5E-4

(c) 3.0E-3

(d) 1.5E-4

(e) 3.0E-3

(f) 3.0E-4

(g) 6.0E-3

Front

Alarmed
Back

Check

Monitor

Front

Back
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Low

High
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Not alarmed

Not alarmed

Check

Front

Back
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Monitor
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Back
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(o) 3.0E-2
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(n) 1.5E-3
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?&%<)+'3(1'&<V%M%
$$B.$0"#$31)634'$=4'2#$&%$0"#$32#$
.)+*4'#/$;>$4*$4**2*3)40&1U$$L:%+4=%
'5&%4C&3('43%)+%F43&%*),&*D%'4%(**4;%
5)F+&*:%'4%15&1,%)'=%(-<%'5&%(*(3F%
(1'+%(+%(%C3&&I)+>-.%3&14G&3D%
F&15(-)+F%43%(<<&<%+(:&'D%:(1'43E%%%
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%%J11%%#('(%F)+3&(<%43%F)+14FF0-)1('&<%

$I1#$0"#$'4>&20:$/#<41346&*:$4*/$
'4;#')*+$&%$0"#$3&*01&'$;&41/.$.23"$
0"40$)0$).$#4.>$0&$'&340#$0"#$
1#52)1#/$)*/)340&1U$$

K% N% R% K%

Formal com-
munications

Good/bad
indicator

Nominal
probability

Indicator easy
to locate

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 1.0E-3

(d) 4.0E-3

(e) 3.0E-3

(f) 6.0E-3

(g) 4.0E-3

(h) 7.0E-3

pcc

W&0#.Y$$$5&%(-+;&3%)+%-4%):%'5&3&%(3&%4?G)40+%50F(-%:(1'43+%<&Y1)&-1)&+%)-%'5&+&%(3&(+%(-<%'5&%
C*(0+)?*&%1(-<)<('&+%:43%14-:0+)4-%;)'5%'5&%1433&1'%)-<)1('43%(3&%+0Z1)&-'*D%+)F)*(3%'5('%'5&%
G(*0&+%<)+C*(D&<%;40*<%-4'%1(0+&%'5&%4C&3('43%'4%3&15&1,%'5&%)<&->'D%4:%'5&%)-<)1('43%(B&3%
3&(<)-.%)'E%

%%J11%%#('(%F)+3&(<%43%F)+14FF0-)1('&<%

$I1#$0"#$'4>&20:$/#<41346&*:$4*/$
'4;#')*+$&%$0"#$3&*01&'$;&41/.$.23"$
0"40$)0$).$#4.>$0&$'&340#$0"#$
1#52)1#/$)*/)340&1U$$

$V&#.$0"#$1#52)1#/$"4=#$"2<4*$
#*+)*##1)*+$/#Z3)#*3)#.$0"40$41#$
3&*/23)=#$0&$#11&1.$)*$1#4/)*+$0"#$
/).L'4>U$B%$.&$0"#$'&(#1$;14*3"$).$
%&''&(#/9$

K% N% R% K%

N%

Formal com-
munications

Good/bad
indicator

Nominal
probability

Indicator easy
to locate

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 1.0E-3

(d) 4.0E-3

(e) 3.0E-3

(f) 6.0E-3

(g) 4.0E-3

(h) 7.0E-3

pcc
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%%J11%%#('(%F)+3&(<%43%F)+14FF0-)1('&<%

$I1#$0"#$'4>&20:$/#<41346&*:$4*/$
'4;#')*+$&%$0"#$3&*01&'$;&41/.$.23"$
0"40$)0$).$#4.>$0&$'&340#$0"#$
1#52)1#/$)*/)340&1U$$

$V&#.$0"#$1#52)1#/$"4=#$"2<4*$
#*+)*##1)*+$/#Z3)#*3)#.$0"40$41#$
3&*/23)=#$0&$#11&1.$)*$1#4/)*+$0"#$
/).L'4>U$B%$.&$0"#$'&(#1$;14*3"$).$
%&''&(#/9$

K% N% R% K%

N%

R% $$B.$4$%&1<4'$&1$.#<)C%&1<4'$
3&<<2*)346&*.$L1&0&3&'$2.#/$)*$
(")3"$0"#$L#1.&*$014*.<)[*+$4$
=4'2#$4'(4>.$)/#*6Z#.$()0"$("40$
L414<#0#1$0"#$=4'2#$).$4..&3)40#/U%

Formal com-
munications

Good/bad
indicator

Nominal
probability

Indicator easy
to locate

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 1.0E-3

(d) 4.0E-3

(e) 3.0E-3

(f) 6.0E-3

(g) 4.0E-3

(h) 7.0E-3

pcc

W&0#Y$$$5)+%*)F)'&<%:43F(*)'D%)+%+0Z1)&-'%'4%(**4;%'5&%
C&3+4-%3&1&)G)-.%'5&%)-:43F(>4-%'4%<&'&1'%(-D%
F)+'(,&+%)-%0-<&3+'(-<)-.%5)+%3&@0&+'E%

%%J11%%#('(%F)+3&(<%43%F)+14FF0-)1('&<%

$I1#$0"#$'4>&20:$/#<41346&*:$4*/$
'4;#')*+$&%$0"#$3&*01&'$;&41/.$.23"$
0"40$)0$).$#4.>$0&$'&340#$0"#$
1#52)1#/$)*/)340&1U$$

$V&#.$0"#$1#52)1#/$"4=#$"2<4*$
#*+)*##1)*+$/#Z3)#*3)#.$0"40$41#$
3&*/23)=#$0&$#11&1.$)*$1#4/)*+$0"#$
/).L'4>U$B%$.&$0"#$'&(#1$;14*3"$).$
%&''&(#/9$

K% N% R% K%

N%

R% $$B.$4$%&1<4'$&1$.#<)C%&1<4'$
3&<<2*)346&*.$L1&0&3&'$2.#/$)*$
(")3"$0"#$L#1.&*$014*.<)[*+$4$
=4'2#$4'(4>.$)/#*6Z#.$()0"$("40$
L414<#0#1$0"#$=4'2#$).$4..&3)40#/U%

Formal com-
munications

Good/bad
indicator

Nominal
probability

Indicator easy
to locate

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 1.0E-3

(d) 4.0E-3

(e) 3.0E-3

(f) 6.0E-3

(g) 4.0E-3

(h) 7.0E-3

pcc
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General
training

Specific
training

Nominal
probability

Warning of
differences

All cues as
stated

pcd

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 1.0E-2

(d) 1.0E-1

(e) 1.0

%%J1<%L-:43F(>4-%F)+*&(<)-.%

K% N% R% S%

K% I1#$32#$.040#.$&1$L414<#0#1$=4'2#.$
4.$.040#/$)*$0"#$L1&3#/21#U$$

W&0#.Y$$843%&I(FC*&=%):%5).5%+'&(F*)-&%3(<)(>4-%)+%
.)G&-%(+%4-&%4:%'5&%13)'&3)(%:43%<&1)+)4-%43%(1>4-=%'5&%
+'&(F*)-&%3(<)(>4-%)-<)1('43+%;)**%3&(<%5).5=%3('5&3%
'5(-%-43F(*E%$5&%[Q4[%?3(-15%)+%'4%?&%0+&<%):%(-%
)-<)1('43%)+%-4'%4?G)40+*D%:()*&<%?0'%;40*<%-4'%.)G&%
'5&%G(*0&%+'('&<%)-%'5&%C341&<03&%O(+=%:43%&I(FC*&=%):%
'5&%+'&(F*)-&%;&3&%)+4*('&<PE%

General
training

Specific
training

Nominal
probability

Warning of
differences

All cues as
stated

pcd

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 1.0E-2

(d) 1.0E-1

(e) 1.0

%%J1<%L-:43F(>4-%F)+*&(<)-.%

K% N% R% S%

K%

N%

I1#$32#$.040#.$&1$L414<#0#1$=4'2#.$
4.$.040#/$)*$0"#$L1&3#/21#U$$

$$V&#.$0"#$L1&3#/21#$)0.#'%$L1&=)/#$4$
(41*)*+$0"40$4$32#$<4>$*&0$;#$4.$
#?L#30#/:$&1$L1&=)/#$)*.01236&*.$&*$
"&($0&$L1&3##/$)%$0"#$32#$.040#.$41#$
*&0$4.$.040#/U$
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General
training

Specific
training

Nominal
probability

Warning of
differences

All cues as
stated

pcd

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 1.0E-2

(d) 1.0E-1

(e) 1.0

%%J1<%L-:43F(>4-%F)+*&(<)-.%

K% N% R% S%

K%

N%

R%

I1#$32#$.040#.$&1$L414<#0#1$=4'2#.$
4.$.040#/$)*$0"#$L1&3#/21#U$$

$$V&#.$0"#$L1&3#/21#$)0.#'%$L1&=)/#$4$
(41*)*+$0"40$4$32#$<4>$*&0$;#$4.$
#?L#30#/:$&1$L1&=)/#$)*.01236&*.$&*$
"&($0&$L1&3##/$)%$0"#$32#$.040#.$41#$
*&0$4.$.040#/U$

$$H4=#$0"#$&L#140&1.$1#3#)=#/$
.)<2'40&1$014)*)*+$)*$(")3"$0"#$32#$
3&*Z+2146&*$(4.$0"#$.4<#$4.$)*$
0"#$.)0246&*$&%$)*0#1#.0:$4*/$(")3"$
#<L"4.)\#/$0"#$3&11#30$
)*0#1L1#046&*$&%$0"#$L1&3#/21#$)*$
0"#$%43#$&%$0"#$/#+14/#/$32#$.040#U$

General
training

Specific
training

Nominal
probability

Warning of
differences

All cues as
stated

pcd

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 1.0E-2

(d) 1.0E-1

(e) 1.0

%%J1<%L-:43F(>4-%F)+*&(<)-.%

K% N% R% S%

K%

N%

R%

S%

I1#$32#$.040#.$&1$L414<#0#1$=4'2#.$
4.$.040#/$)*$0"#$L1&3#/21#U$$

$$V&#.$0"#$L1&3#/21#$)0.#'%$L1&=)/#$4$
(41*)*+$0"40$4$32#$<4>$*&0$;#$4.$
#?L#30#/:$&1$L1&=)/#$)*.01236&*.$&*$
"&($0&$L1&3##/$)%$0"#$32#$.040#.$41#$
*&0$4.$.040#/U$

$$H4=#$0"#$&L#140&1.$1#3#)=#/$
.)<2'40&1$014)*)*+$)*$(")3"$0"#$32#$
3&*Z+2146&*$(4.$0"#$.4<#$4.$)*$
0"#$.)0246&*$&%$)*0#1#.0:$4*/$(")3"$
#<L"4.)\#/$0"#$3&11#30$
)*0#1L1#046&*$&%$0"#$L1&3#/21#$)*$
0"#$%43#$&%$0"#$/#+14/#/$32#$.040#U$

$$H4=#$0"#$&L#140&1.$1#3#)=#/$
014)*)*+$0"40$."&2'/$4''&($0"#<$0&$
1#3&+*)\#$0"40$0"#$32#$)*%&1<46&*$
).$*&0$3&11#30$)*$0"#$3)132<.04*3#.U$$

Notes:  That is, is it something that every licensed 
operator is expected to know? For the example of the 
radiation monitor on the isolated steamline, the answer 
is "yes" because isolations are so common; for 
instrument abnormalities that only occur under a very 
special set of circumstances, the answer would be "no" 
unless the particular situation had received some 
emphasis in training. Operators cannot be expected to 
reason from their .&-&3(* knowledge of instrumentation 
to the behavior of a specific indicator in a situation 
where they are not forewarned and there are many 
other demands on their time and attention.!
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General
training

Specific
training

Nominal
probability

Warning of
differences

All cues as
stated

pcd

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 1.0E-2

(d) 1.0E-1

(e) 1.0

%%J1<%L-:43F(>4-%F)+*&(<)-.%

K% N% R% S%

K%

N%

R%

S%

I1#$32#$.040#.$&1$L414<#0#1$=4'2#.$
4.$.040#/$)*$0"#$L1&3#/21#U$$

$$V&#.$0"#$L1&3#/21#$)0.#'%$L1&=)/#$4$
(41*)*+$0"40$4$32#$<4>$*&0$;#$4.$
#?L#30#/:$&1$L1&=)/#$)*.01236&*.$&*$
"&($0&$L1&3##/$)%$0"#$32#$.040#.$41#$
*&0$4.$.040#/U$

$$H4=#$0"#$&L#140&1.$1#3#)=#/$
.)<2'40&1$014)*)*+$)*$(")3"$0"#$32#$
3&*Z+2146&*$(4.$0"#$.4<#$4.$)*$
0"#$.)0246&*$&%$)*0#1#.0:$4*/$(")3"$
#<L"4.)\#/$0"#$3&11#30$
)*0#1L1#046&*$&%$0"#$L1&3#/21#$)*$
0"#$%43#$&%$0"#$/#+14/#/$32#$.040#U$

$$H4=#$0"#$&L#140&1.$1#3#)=#/$
014)*)*+$0"40$."&2'/$4''&($0"#<$0&$
1#3&+*)\#$0"40$0"#$32#$)*%&1<46&*$
).$*&0$3&11#30$)*$0"#$3)132<.04*3#.U$$

Placekeeping
aids

Graphically
distinct

Nominal
probability

Single vs.
multiple

Obvious vs.
hidden

pce

Yes

No

(a) 1.0E-3

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 3.0E-3

(d) 1.0E-2

(e) 2.0E-3

(f) 4.0E-3

(g) 6.0E-3

Single
Obvious

Hidden

Multiple

(h) 1.3E-2

(i) 1.0E-1

%%J1&%%U&*&G(-'%+'&C%)-%C341&<03&%

K% N% R% S%
K% $$B.$0"#$1#'#=4*0$)*.01236&*$4$

.#L4140#:$.04*/C4'&*#$*2<;#1#/$

.0#LU$Q]#.$^$X;=)&2.S$

W&0#.Y$$\3%)+%)'%[5)<<&-[%)-%+4F&%;(D%'5('%F(,&+%)'%
&(+D%'4%4G&3*44,=%&E.E=%4-&%4:%+&G&3(*%+'('&F&-'+%)-%(%
C(3(.3(C5=%)-%(%-4'&%43%1(0>4-=%43%4-%'5&%?(1,%4:%(%
C(.&M%
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Placekeeping
aids

Graphically
distinct

Nominal
probability

Single vs.
multiple

Obvious vs.
hidden

pce

Yes

No

(a) 1.0E-3

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 3.0E-3

(d) 1.0E-2

(e) 2.0E-3

(f) 4.0E-3

(g) 6.0E-3

Single
Obvious

Hidden

Multiple

(h) 1.3E-2

(i) 1.0E-1

%%J1&%%U&*&G(-'%+'&C%)-%C341&<03&%

K% N% R% S%
K%

N%

$$B.$0"#$1#'#=4*0$)*.01236&*$4$
.#L4140#:$.04*/C4'&*#$*2<;#1#/$
.0#LU$Q]#.$^$X;=)&2.S$

$$I0$0"#$6<#$&%$0"#$"2<4*$
)*0#1436&*:$).$0"#$L1&3#/21#$1#4/#1$
2.)*+$<&1#$0"4*$&*#$0#?0$L1&3#/21#$
&1$3&*3211#*0'>$%&''&()*+$<&1#$0"4*$
&*#$3&'2<*$&%$4$_&(3"410$
L1&3#/21#U$Q]#.$^$`2'6L'#S9$

W&0#.Y$$64+'%C*(-'+%(++&3'%'5('=%;5&-%(-%]\J%)+%)-%0+=%)'%)+%'5&%4-*D%
C341&<03&%)-%:431&E%2>**=%)'%)+%14FF4-%C3(1>1&%'4%'3(-+)>4-%:34F%
4-&%]\J%'4%(-4'5&3=%(-<%C4++)?*D%'4%G)+)'%(?-43F(*%43%4'5&3%
C341&<03&+%(*4-.%'5&%;(DE%L-%'5&+&%1(+&+=%'5&%7F0*>C*&9%?3(-15%
+540*<%?&%+&*&1'&<=%+)-1&%'5&%'3(-+)>4-+%(F4-.%C341&<03&+%F(D%
F(,&%)'%&(+)&3%'4%4G&3*44,%(%+'&CE%$5)+%F(D%(*+4%?&%'5&%1(+&%:43%
"^U+=%;5&3&%14-<)>4-+%F(D%3&+0*'%)-%:4**4;)-.%_4;C('5+%4-%
+&C(3('&%C341&<03&%15(3'+%+)F0*'(-&40+*DE%

Placekeeping
aids

Graphically
distinct

Nominal
probability

Single vs.
multiple

Obvious vs.
hidden

pce

Yes

No

(a) 1.0E-3

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 3.0E-3

(d) 1.0E-2

(e) 2.0E-3

(f) 4.0E-3

(g) 6.0E-3

Single
Obvious

Hidden

Multiple

(h) 1.3E-2

(i) 1.0E-1

%%J1&%%U&*&G(-'%+'&C%)-%C341&<03&%

K% N% R% S%
K%

N%

R%

$$B.$0"#$1#'#=4*0$)*.01236&*$4$
.#L4140#:$.04*/C4'&*#$*2<;#1#/$
.0#LU$Q]#.$^$X;=)&2.S$

$$I0$0"#$6<#$&%$0"#$"2<4*$
)*0#1436&*:$).$0"#$L1&3#/21#$1#4/#1$
2.)*+$<&1#$0"4*$&*#$0#?0$L1&3#/21#$
&1$3&*3211#*0'>$%&''&()*+$<&1#$0"4*$
&*#$3&'2<*$&%$4$_&(3"410$
L1&3#/21#U$Q]#.$^$`2'6L'#S9$

$$B.$0"#$.0#L$+&=#1*)*+$0"#$
)*0#1436&*$)*$.&<#$(4>$<&1#$
3&*.L)32&2.$0"4*$.211&2*/)*+$
.0#L.U$$Notes:  For example, steps that form the apex of 

branches in flowchart procedures, steps proceeded by 
notes or cautions, and steps that are formatted to 
emphasize logic terms are more eye-catching than simple 
action steps, and are less likely to be overlooked simply 
because the look different than surrounding steps. …A 
step in a text procedure is considered graphically if it is 
preceded by a CAUTION, NOTE, set-off in a box, or is the 
only step on the page.!
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Placekeeping
aids

Graphically
distinct

Nominal
probability

Single vs.
multiple

Obvious vs.
hidden

pce

Yes

No

(a) 1.0E-3

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 3.0E-3

(d) 1.0E-2

(e) 2.0E-3

(f) 4.0E-3

(g) 6.0E-3

Single
Obvious

Hidden

Multiple

(h) 1.3E-2

(i) 1.0E-1

%%J1&%%U&*&G(-'%+'&C%)-%C341&<03&%

K% N% R% S%
K%

N%

R%

S%

$$B.$0"#$1#'#=4*0$)*.01236&*$4$
.#L4140#:$.04*/C4'&*#$*2<;#1#/$
.0#LU$Q]#.$^$X;=)&2.S$

$$I0$0"#$6<#$&%$0"#$"2<4*$
)*0#1436&*:$).$0"#$L1&3#/21#$1#4/#1$
2.)*+$<&1#$0"4*$&*#$0#?0$L1&3#/21#$
&1$3&*3211#*0'>$%&''&()*+$<&1#$0"4*$
&*#$3&'2<*$&%$4$_&(3"410$
L1&3#/21#U$Q]#.$^$`2'6L'#S9$

$$B.$0"#$.0#L$+&=#1*)*+$0"#$
)*0#1436&*$)*$.&<#$(4>$<&1#$
3&*.L)32&2.$0"4*$.211&2*/)*+$
.0#L.U$$

$$I1#$L'43#N##L)*+$4)/.:$.23"$4.$
3"#3N)*+$&a$&1$<41N)*+$0"1&2+"$
3&<L'#0#/$.0#L.$4*/$<41N)*+$
L#*/)*+$.0#L.$2.#/$;>$4''$31#(.U$

Placekeeping
aids

Graphically
distinct

Nominal
probability

Single vs.
multiple

Obvious vs.
hidden

pce

Yes

No

(a) 1.0E-3

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 3.0E-3

(d) 1.0E-2

(e) 2.0E-3

(f) 4.0E-3

(g) 6.0E-3

Single
Obvious

Hidden

Multiple

(h) 1.3E-2

(i) 1.0E-1

%%J1&%%U&*&G(-'%+'&C%)-%C341&<03&%

K% N% R% S%
K%

N%

R%

S%

$$B.$0"#$1#'#=4*0$)*.01236&*$4$
.#L4140#:$.04*/C4'&*#$*2<;#1#/$
.0#LU$Q]#.$^$X;=)&2.S$

$$I0$0"#$6<#$&%$0"#$"2<4*$
)*0#1436&*:$).$0"#$L1&3#/21#$1#4/#1$
2.)*+$<&1#$0"4*$&*#$0#?0$L1&3#/21#$
&1$3&*3211#*0'>$%&''&()*+$<&1#$0"4*$
&*#$3&'2<*$&%$4$_&(3"410$
L1&3#/21#U$Q]#.$^$`2'6L'#S9$

$$B.$0"#$.0#L$+&=#1*)*+$0"#$
)*0#1436&*$)*$.&<#$(4>$<&1#$
3&*.L)32&2.$0"4*$.211&2*/)*+$
.0#L.U$$

$$I1#$L'43#N##L)*+$4)/.:$.23"$4.$
3"#3N)*+$&a$&1$<41N)*+$0"1&2+"$
3&<L'#0#/$.0#L.$4*/$<41N)*+$
L#*/)*+$.0#L.$2.#/$;>$4''$31#(.U$
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Training on
step

All required
information

Nominal
probability

Standard,
unambiguous

wording

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 3.0E-2

(d) 3.0E-3

(e) 3.0E-2

(f) 6.0E-3

(g) 6.0E-2

pcf

%%J1:%%6)+)-'&3C3&'%)-+'301>4-%

K% N% R%
$$V&#.$0"#$.0#L$)*3'2/#$2*%4<)')41$
*&<#*3'4021#$&1$4*$2*2.24'$
+14<<4634'$3&*.01236&*U$#4&+%
(-D'5)-.%(?40'%'5&%;43<)-.%3&@0)3&%
&IC*(-(>4-%)-%43<&3%'4%(33)G&%('%'5&%
)-'&-<&<%)-'&3C3&'(>4-M%%#4&+%'5&%
C34C&3%)-'&3C3&'(>4-%4:%'5&%+'&C%
3&@0)3&%(-%)-:&3&-1&%(?40'%'5&%
:0'03&%+'('&%4:%'5&%C*(-'M%

K%

Training on
step

All required
information

Nominal
probability

Standard,
unambiguous

wording

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 3.0E-2

(d) 3.0E-3

(e) 3.0E-2

(f) 6.0E-3

(g) 6.0E-2

pcf

%%J1:%%6)+)-'&3C3&'%)-+'301>4-%

K% N% R%
$$V&#.$0"#$.0#L$)*3'2/#$2*%4<)')41$
*&<#*3'4021#$&1$4*$2*2.24'$
+14<<4634'$3&*.01236&*U$#4&+%
(-D'5)-.%(?40'%'5&%;43<)-.%3&@0)3&%
&IC*(-(>4-%)-%43<&3%'4%(33)G&%('%'5&%
)-'&-<&<%)-'&3C3&'(>4-M%%#4&+%'5&%
C34C&3%)-'&3C3&'(>4-%4:%'5&%+'&C%
3&@0)3&%(-%)-:&3&-1&%(?40'%'5&%
:0'03&%+'('&%4:%'5&%C*(-'M%

$$V&#.$0"#$.0#L$L1#.#*0$4''$
)*%&1<46&*$1#52)1#/$0&$)/#*6%>$
0"#$436&*.$/)1#30#/$4*/$0"#)1$
&;b#30.U$

K%

N%
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Training on
step

All required
information

Nominal
probability

Standard,
unambiguous

wording

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 3.0E-2

(d) 3.0E-3

(e) 3.0E-2

(f) 6.0E-3

(g) 6.0E-2

pcf

%%J1:%%6)+)-'&3C3&'%)-+'301>4-%

K% N% R%
$$V&#.$0"#$.0#L$)*3'2/#$2*%4<)')41$
*&<#*3'4021#$&1$4*$2*2.24'$
+14<<4634'$3&*.01236&*U$#4&+%
(-D'5)-.%(?40'%'5&%;43<)-.%3&@0)3&%
&IC*(-(>4-%)-%43<&3%'4%(33)G&%('%'5&%
)-'&-<&<%)-'&3C3&'(>4-M%%#4&+%'5&%
C34C&3%)-'&3C3&'(>4-%4:%'5&%+'&C%
3&@0)3&%(-%)-:&3&-1&%(?40'%'5&%
:0'03&%+'('&%4:%'5&%C*(-'M%

$$V&#.$0"#$.0#L$L1#.#*0$4''$
)*%&1<46&*$1#52)1#/$0&$)/#*6%>$
0"#$436&*.$/)1#30#/$4*/$0"#)1$
&;b#30.U$

$$H4.$0"#$31#($1#3#)=#/$014)*)*+$&*$
0"#$3&11#30$)*0#1L1#046&*$&%$0").$
.0#L$2*/#1$3&*/)6&*.$.)<)'41$0&$
0"&.#$)*$0").$"2<4*$)*0#1436&*U$

K%

N%

R%

Training on
step

All required
information

Nominal
probability

Standard,
unambiguous

wording

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 3.0E-3

(c) 3.0E-2

(d) 3.0E-3

(e) 3.0E-2

(f) 6.0E-3

(g) 6.0E-2

pcf

%%J1:%%6)+)-'&3C3&'%)-+'301>4-%

K% N% R%
$$V&#.$0"#$.0#L$)*3'2/#$2*%4<)')41$
*&<#*3'4021#$&1$4*$2*2.24'$
+14<<4634'$3&*.01236&*U$#4&+%
(-D'5)-.%(?40'%'5&%;43<)-.%3&@0)3&%
&IC*(-(>4-%)-%43<&3%'4%(33)G&%('%'5&%
)-'&-<&<%)-'&3C3&'(>4-M%%#4&+%'5&%
C34C&3%)-'&3C3&'(>4-%4:%'5&%+'&C%
3&@0)3&%(-%)-:&3&-1&%(?40'%'5&%
:0'03&%+'('&%4:%'5&%C*(-'M%

$$V&#.$0"#$.0#L$L1#.#*0$4''$
)*%&1<46&*$1#52)1#/$0&$)/#*6%>$
0"#$436&*.$/)1#30#/$4*/$0"#)1$
&;b#30.U$

$$H4.$0"#$31#($1#3#)=#/$014)*)*+$&*$
0"#$3&11#30$)*0#1L1#046&*$&%$0").$
.0#L$2*/#1$3&*/)6&*.$.)<)'41$0&$
0"&.#$)*$0").$"2<4*$)*0#1436&*U$

K%

N%

R%
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Practiced
scenario

Both “and”
and “or”

Nominal
probability

“And” or “or”
statement

“Not”
statement

pcg

Yes

No

(a) 1.6E-2

(b) 4.9E-2

(c) 6.0E-3

(d) 1.9E-2

(e) 2.0E-3

(f) 6.0E-3

(g) 1.0E-2

(h) 3.1E-2

(j) 1.0E-3

(i) 3.0E-4

(k) neg.

(l) neg.

%%J1.%%]3343%)-%)-'&3C3&>-.%*4.)1%
K% N% R% S%

$$V&#.$0"#$.0#L$3&*04)*$
0"#$(&1/$c*&0cU$

K%

W&0#%'5('%'5&%]\J+%0+&<%)-%J^U+%0+&%'5&%+(F&%14-G&->4-=%;5)15%)+%'4%5(G&%'5&%&IC&1'&<%C341&<03(*%+'&C+%)-%'5&%
*&BX5(-<%14*0F-=%(-<%14->-.&-1D%(1>4-+%*)+'&<%)-%'5&%3).5'X5(-<%14*0F-E%L'%140*<%?&%14-+'30&<%'5('%'5&3&%)+%(-%
)FC*)&<%7-4'9%+'('&F&-'%'5('%;40*<%*&(<%'4%C341&&<)-.%'4%'5&%14->-.&-1D%14*0F-=%?0'%)-%:(1'%'5&%:43F('%4:%'5&%
C341&<03&+%(-<%'3()-)-.%)-%'5&)3%0+&%(3&%+C&1)Y1(**D%()F&<%('%(G4)<)-.%'5)+%14--4'(>4-E%2)F)*(3*D=%;5&-%(%?3(-15%
C4)-'%)+%3&(15&<%)-%'5&%_4;X15(3'%C341&<03&+%0+&<%)-%"^U+=%'5&%7-49%?3(-15%+540*<%-4'%?&%'3&('&<%(+%&@0)G(*&-'%
'4%(%7-4'9%+'('&F&-'E%$5&%(-+;&3%'4%'5)+%@0&+>4-%+540*<%?&%D&+%4-*D%;5&-%'5&%'&I'%+'&C%14-'()-+%'5&%;43<%7-4'9E%

Practiced
scenario

Both “and”
and “or”

Nominal
probability

“And” or “or”
statement

“Not”
statement

pcg

Yes

No

(a) 1.6E-2

(b) 4.9E-2

(c) 6.0E-3

(d) 1.9E-2

(e) 2.0E-3

(f) 6.0E-3

(g) 1.0E-2

(h) 3.1E-2

(j) 1.0E-3

(i) 3.0E-4

(k) neg.

(l) neg.

%%J1.%%]3343%)-%)-'&3C3&>-.%*4.)1%
K% N% R% S%

$$V&#.$0"#$.0#L$3&*04)*$
0"#$(&1/$c*&0cU$

$$V&#.$0"#$L1&3#/21#$.0#L$
L1#.#*0$/)4+*&.63$'&+)3$)*$(")3"$
<&1#$0"4*$&*#$3&*/)6&*$).$
3&<;)*#/$0&$/#0#1<)*#$0"#$
&203&<#U$

K%

N%
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Practiced
scenario

Both “and”
and “or”

Nominal
probability

“And” or “or”
statement

“Not”
statement

pcg

Yes

No

(a) 1.6E-2

(b) 4.9E-2

(c) 6.0E-3

(d) 1.9E-2

(e) 2.0E-3

(f) 6.0E-3

(g) 1.0E-2

(h) 3.1E-2

(j) 1.0E-3

(i) 3.0E-4

(k) neg.

(l) neg.

%%J1.%%]3343%)-%)-'&3C3&>-.%*4.)1%
K% N% R% S%

$$V&#.$0"#$.0#L$3&*04)*$
0"#$(&1/$c*&0cU$

$$V&#.$0"#$L1&3#/21#$.0#L$
L1#.#*0$/)4+*&.63$'&+)3$)*$(")3"$
<&1#$0"4*$&*#$3&*/)6&*$).$
3&<;)*#/$0&$/#0#1<)*#$0"#$
&203&<#U$

$$V&#.$0"#$.0#L$3&*04)*$4$
3&<L'#?$'&+)3$)*=&'=)*+$4$
3&<;)*46&*$&%$IWV#/$4*/$
XA#/$0#1<.U$

K%

N%

R%

Practiced
scenario

Both “and”
and “or”

Nominal
probability

“And” or “or”
statement

“Not”
statement

pcg

Yes

No

(a) 1.6E-2

(b) 4.9E-2

(c) 6.0E-3

(d) 1.9E-2

(e) 2.0E-3

(f) 6.0E-3

(g) 1.0E-2

(h) 3.1E-2

(j) 1.0E-3

(i) 3.0E-4

(k) neg.

(l) neg.

%%J1.%%]3343%)-%)-'&3C3&>-.%*4.)1%
K% N% R% S%

$$V&#.$0"#$.0#L$3&*04)*$
0"#$(&1/$c*&0cU$

$$V&#.$0"#$L1&3#/21#$.0#L$
L1#.#*0$/)4+*&.63$'&+)3$)*$(")3"$
<&1#$0"4*$&*#$3&*/)6&*$).$
3&<;)*#/$0&$/#0#1<)*#$0"#$
&203&<#U$

$$V&#.$0"#$.0#L$3&*04)*$4$
3&<L'#?$'&+)3$)*=&'=)*+$4$
3&<;)*46&*$&%$IWV#/$4*/$
XA#/$0#1<.U$

$$H4.$0"#$31#($L14363#/$
#?#326*+$0").$.0#L$&*$4$
.)<2'40&1$)*$4$.3#*41)&$.)<)'41$0&$
0"#$&*#$&%$)*0#1#.0$0&$0"#$8MIU$

K%

N%

R%

S%
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Practiced
scenario

Both “and”
and “or”

Nominal
probability

“And” or “or”
statement

“Not”
statement

pcg

Yes

No

(a) 1.6E-2

(b) 4.9E-2

(c) 6.0E-3

(d) 1.9E-2

(e) 2.0E-3

(f) 6.0E-3

(g) 1.0E-2

(h) 3.1E-2

(j) 1.0E-3

(i) 3.0E-4

(k) neg.

(l) neg.

%%J1.%%]3343%)-%)-'&3C3&>-.%*4.)1%
K% N% R% S%

$$V&#.$0"#$.0#L$3&*04)*$
0"#$(&1/$c*&0cU$

$$V&#.$0"#$L1&3#/21#$.0#L$
L1#.#*0$/)4+*&.63$'&+)3$)*$(")3"$
<&1#$0"4*$&*#$3&*/)6&*$).$
3&<;)*#/$0&$/#0#1<)*#$0"#$
&203&<#U$

$$V&#.$0"#$.0#L$3&*04)*$4$
3&<L'#?$'&+)3$)*=&'=)*+$4$
3&<;)*46&*$&%$IWV#/$4*/$
XA#/$0#1<.U$

$$H4.$0"#$31#($L14363#/$
#?#326*+$0").$.0#L$&*$4$
.)<2'40&1$)*$4$.3#*41)&$.)<)'41$0&$
0"#$&*#$&%$)*0#1#.0$0&$0"#$8MIU$

K%

N%

R%

S%

Policy of
verbatim

compliance

Adverse
consequence

if comply
Nominal

probability
Reasonable
alternative

Belief in
adequacy of
instructionpch

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 5.0E-1

(c) 1.0

(d) neg.

(e) neg.

%%J15%%#&*)?&3('&%G)4*(>4-%

K% N% R% S%

$$$V&#.$0"#$31#($;#')#=#$0"40$0"#$
)*.01236&*.$L1#.#*0#/$41#$4LL1&L1)40#$
0&$0"#$.)0246&*$Q#=#*$)*$.L)0#$&%$4*>$
L&0#*64'$4/=#1.#$3&*.#52#*3#.SU$%

K%

W&0#Y$$#4%'5&D%5(G&%14-Y<&-1&%)-%'5&%&`&1>G&-&++%
4:%'5&%C341&<03&%:43%<&(*)-.%;)'5%'5&%1033&-'%
+)'0(>4-M%L-%C3(1>1&=%'5)+%F(D%14F&%<4;-%'4a%5(G&%
'5&D%'3)&<%)'%)-%'5&%+)F0*('43%(-<%:40-<%'5('%)'%
;43,&<M%
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Policy of
verbatim

compliance

Adverse
consequence

if comply
Nominal

probability
Reasonable
alternative

Belief in
adequacy of
instructionpch

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 5.0E-1

(c) 1.0

(d) neg.

(e) neg.

%%J15%%#&*)?&3('&%G)4*(>4-%

K% N% R% S%

$$$V&#.$0"#$31#($;#')#=#$0"40$0"#$
)*.01236&*.$L1#.#*0#/$41#$4LL1&L1)40#$
0&$0"#$.)0246&*$Q#=#*$)*$.L)0#$&%$4*>$
L&0#*64'$4/=#1.#$3&*.#52#*3#.SU$%

$$$R)''$')0#14'$3&<L')4*3#$L1&/23#$
2*/#.)14;'#$3&*.#52#*3#.:$.23"$4.$
1#'#4.#$&%$14/)&436=)0>:$/4<4+#$0&$0"#$
L'4*0$Q#9+9:$0"#1<4'$."&3N$0&$0"#$
=#..#'S$:$2*4=4)'4;)')0>$&%$*##/#/$
.>.0#<.:$&1$=)&'46&*$&%$.04*/)*+$
&1/#1.U$

K%

N%

Policy of
verbatim

compliance

Adverse
consequence

if comply
Nominal

probability
Reasonable
alternative

Belief in
adequacy of
instructionpch

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 5.0E-1

(c) 1.0

(d) neg.

(e) neg.

%%J15%%#&*)?&3('&%G)4*(>4-%

K% N% R% S%

$$$V&#.$0"#$31#($;#')#=#$0"40$0"#$
)*.01236&*.$L1#.#*0#/$41#$4LL1&L1)40#$
0&$0"#$.)0246&*$Q#=#*$)*$.L)0#$&%$4*>$
L&0#*64'$4/=#1.#$3&*.#52#*3#.SU$%

$$$R)''$')0#14'$3&<L')4*3#$L1&/23#$
2*/#.)14;'#$3&*.#52#*3#.:$.23"$4.$
1#'#4.#$&%$14/)&436=)0>:$/4<4+#$0&$0"#$
L'4*0$d$:$2*4=4)'4;)')0>$&%$*##/#/$
.>.0#<.:$&1$=)&'46&*$&%$.04*/)*+$
&1/#1.U$

$$$I1#$0"#1#$4*>$%4)1'>$&;=)&2.$
4'0#1*46=#.$Q#9+9$$L4164'$3&<L')4*3#$
&1$2.#$&%$/)a#1#*0$.>.0#<.S$0"40$
4LL#41$0&$433&<L')."$.&<#$&1$4''$&%$
0"#$+&4'.$&%$0"#$.0#L$()0"&20$0"#$
4/=#1.#$3&*.#52#*3#.$L1&/23#/$;>$
0"#$.0#L$4.$(1)e#*U$$

K%

N%

R%
W&0#Y$$#4&+%+)FC*D%<&*(D)-.%)FC*&F&-'(>4-%(CC&(3%
'4%4`&3%(%3&(+4-(?*&%54C&%:43%(G&3>-.%0-<&+)3(?*&%
14-+&@0&-1&+M%Q4'&%'5('%+)FC*D%<&*(D)-.%(**%43%C(3'%
4:%'5&%3&+C4-+&%F(D%-4'%?&%14-+)<&3&<%(%G)4*(>4-%):%
'5&%3&+C4-+&%)+%0*>F('&*D%&I&10'&<%+011&++:0**DE%
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Policy of
verbatim

compliance

Adverse
consequence

if comply
Nominal

probability
Reasonable
alternative

Belief in
adequacy of
instructionpch

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 5.0E-1

(c) 1.0

(d) neg.

(e) neg.

%%J15%%#&*)?&3('&%G)4*(>4-%

K% N% R% S%

$$$V&#.$0"#$31#($;#')#=#$0"40$0"#$
)*.01236&*.$L1#.#*0#/$41#$4LL1&L1)40#$
0&$0"#$.)0246&*$Q#=#*$)*$.L)0#$&%$4*>$
L&0#*64'$4/=#1.#$3&*.#52#*3#.SU$%

$$$R)''$')0#14'$3&<L')4*3#$L1&/23#$
2*/#.)14;'#$3&*.#52#*3#.:$.23"$4.$
1#'#4.#$&%$14/)&436=)0>:$/4<4+#$0&$0"#$
L'4*0$d$:$2*4=4)'4;)')0>$&%$*##/#/$
.>.0#<.:$&1$=)&'46&*$&%$.04*/)*+$
&1/#1.U$

$$$I1#$0"#1#$4*>$%4)1'>$&;=)&2.$
4'0#1*46=#.$Q#9+9$$L4164'$3&<L')4*3#$
&1$2.#$&%$/)a#1#*0$.>.0#<.S$0"40$
4LL#41$0&$433&<L')."$.&<#$&1$4''$&%$
0"#$+&4'.$&%$0"#$.0#L$()0"&20$0"#$
4/=#1.#$3&*.#52#*3#.$L1&/23#/$;>$
0"#$.0#L$4.$(1)e#*U$$

$$$V&#.$0"#$26')0>$"4=#$4*/$#*%&13#$4$
L&')3>$&%$.01)30$=#1;46<$3&<L')4*3#$
()0"$@X8.$4*/$&0"#1$L1&3#/21#.U$

K%

N%

R%

S%

W&0#Y$$#4&+%+)FC*D%<&*(D)-.%)FC*&F&-'(>4-%(CC&(3%
'4%4`&3%(%3&(+4-(?*&%54C&%:43%(G&3>-.%0-<&+)3(?*&%
14-+&@0&-1&+M%Q4'&%'5('%+)FC*D%<&*(D)-.%(**%43%C(3'%
4:%'5&%3&+C4-+&%F(D%-4'%?&%14-+)<&3&<%(%G)4*(>4-%):%
'5&%3&+C4-+&%)+%0*>F('&*D%&I&10'&<%+011&++:0**DE%

Policy of
verbatim

compliance

Adverse
consequence

if comply
Nominal

probability
Reasonable
alternative

Belief in
adequacy of
instructionpch

Yes

No

(a) neg.

(b) 5.0E-1

(c) 1.0

(d) neg.

(e) neg.

%%J15%%#&*)?&3('&%G)4*(>4-%

K% N% R% S%

$$$V&#.$0"#$31#($;#')#=#$0"40$0"#$
)*.01236&*.$L1#.#*0#/$41#$4LL1&L1)40#$
0&$0"#$.)0246&*$Q#=#*$)*$.L)0#$&%$4*>$
L&0#*64'$4/=#1.#$3&*.#52#*3#.SU$%

$$$R)''$')0#14'$3&<L')4*3#$L1&/23#$
2*/#.)14;'#$3&*.#52#*3#.:$.23"$4.$
1#'#4.#$&%$14/)&436=)0>:$/4<4+#$0&$0"#$
L'4*0$d$:$2*4=4)'4;)')0>$&%$*##/#/$
.>.0#<.:$&1$=)&'46&*$&%$.04*/)*+$
&1/#1.U$

$$$I1#$0"#1#$4*>$%4)1'>$&;=)&2.$
4'0#1*46=#.$Q#9+9$$L4164'$3&<L')4*3#$
&1$2.#$&%$/)a#1#*0$.>.0#<.S$0"40$
4LL#41$0&$433&<L')."$.&<#$&1$4''$&%$
0"#$+&4'.$&%$0"#$.0#L$()0"&20$0"#$
4/=#1.#$3&*.#52#*3#.$L1&/23#/$;>$
0"#$.0#L$4.$(1)e#*U$$

$$$V&#.$0"#$26')0>$"4=#$4*/$#*%&13#$4$
L&')3>$&%$.01)30$=#1;46<$3&<L')4*3#$
()0"$@X8.$4*/$&0"#1$L1&3#/21#.U$

K%

N%

R%

S%
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!"#$6%U&14G&3D%8(1'43+a%2&*:%U&G)&;%

•  L+%'5&3&%(%+0?+&@0&-'%10&=%4'5&3%'5('%'5&%
)-)>(*%10&=%'5('%;40*<%C34FC'%'5&%4C&3('43%
'4%3&G)+)'%'5&%<&1)+)4-M%

•  L+%'5&3&%(%C341&<03(*%+'&C%'5('%&)'5&3%3&'03-+%
'5&%4C&3('43%'4%'5&%)-)>(*%+'&C%;5&3&%'5&%
&3343%;(+%F(<&=%43%'5('%3&C&('+%'5&%)-)>(*%
)-+'301>4-M%

•  L+%'5&%C341&<03&%)'&3(>G&%&E.E%(-%2$A%
3&G)&;)-.%'5&%!282$+%&G&3D%Kb%F)-0'&+M%

!"#$6%U&14G&3D%8(1'43+a%]I'3(%!3&;%

•  ^)**%13&;%F&F?&3+%4'5&3%'5(-%'5&%C341&<03&%
3&(<&3%(-<%'5&%2$A%?&%)-%(%C4+)>4-%'4%-4'&%
'5&%)-1433&1'%<&1)+)4-M%

•  L+%'5&3&%(%F&15(-)+F=%?(+&<%4-%&)'5&3%
&IC*)1)'%C341&<03&%43%?D%.&-&3(*%'3()-)-.%4:%
'5&%14-'34*%344F%+'(`=%?D%;5)15%'5&%
(<<)>4-(*%13&;%F&F?&3+%F(D%(*&3'%'5&%
+0C&3G)+43%'4%'5&%-&&<%'4%3&14-+)<&3%'5&%
<&1)+)4-M%
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!"#$6%U&14G&3D%8(1'43+a%2$A%U&G)&;%

•  ^)**%'5&%2$A%?&%)-%'5&%14-'34*%344F%C3)43%'4%43%
+44-%(B&3%'5&%)-<)1(>4-+%4:%'5&%-&&<%:43%(1>4-%
;&3&%3&1&)G&<M%
–  2C&1)(*%$)F&%Q4'&a%%!3&<)'%>F&:3(F&%)+%KcXKb%
F)-0'&+%(B&3%'5&%'3)C%

•  ^)**%'5&%-('03&%4:%'5&%)-'&3(1>4-%.)G&%3)+&%'4%
10&+%'5('%;40*<%-43F(**D%?&%'3(1,&<%?D%'5&%
2$AM%

!"#$6%U&14G&3D%8(1'43+a%]U8d$2!%
•  L+%'5&%)-'&3(1>4-%C(3'%4:%(%+1&-(3)4%;5&3&%'5&%$2!%(-<%]U8%(3&%

14-+>'0'&<%C&3%'5&%:(1)*)'De+%&F&3.&-1D%C*(-M%
•  ^)**%'5&%)-'&3(1>4-%(3)+&%*('&%&-40.5%O43%5(G&%(%*4-.%&-40.5%>F&%

;)-<4;P%'5('%'5&%]U8%(-<%$2!%;40*<%?&%+'(`&<%(-<%:0-1>4-)-.%
&`&1>G&*DM$$
–  ML#3)4'$6<#$*&0#Y$$$5&%]F&3.&-1D%U&+C4-+&%8(1)*)'D%O]U8Pd$2!%U&G)&;%

3&14G&3D%:(1'43%)+%-4'%(CC*)&<%):%'5&%50F(-%)-'&3(1>4-%'(,&+%C*(1&%*&++%'5(-%K%
5403%)-'4%'5&%+&@0&-1&=%43%):%'5&%>F&%(G()*(?*&%:43%'5&%50F(-%)-'&3(1>4-%)+%
*&++%'5(-%K%5403E%%

•  ^)**%'5&%-('03&%4:%'5&%)-'&3(1>4-%(-<%'5&%10&+%'5('%;40*<%.)G&%3)+&%
'4%)'%:(**%;)'5)-%'5&%'DC&+%4:%C*(-'%14-<)>4-+%(-<%&G&-'+%:43%;5)15%)'%
;40*<%?&%3&(+4-(?*&%'4%&IC&1'%'5&%$2!%43%]U8%'4%C34G)<&%
F&(-)-.:0*%)-C0'+M%%
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!"#$6%U&14G&3D%8(1'43+a%25)B%!5(-.&%

•  L+%'5&%>F&%;)-<4;%*4-.%&-40.5%:43%&`&1>G&%

)-C0'%:34F%(-%4-14F)-.%+5)BM%%

–  ML#3)4'$6<#$*&0#Y$$$5)+%)+%'(,&-%'4%?&%('%*&(+'%f%53%
:43%(%C*(-'%'5('%&FC*4D+%(-%gX53%+5)B=%(-<%h%53%:43%

4-&%:43%;5)15%(%KNX53%+5)B%)+%'5&%-43F(*%C3(1>1&%%

•  L+%'5&3&%+0Z1)&-'%)-:43F(>4-%(G()*(?*&%:43%'5&%

4-14F)-.%+5)B%'4%F(,&%(-%(1103('&%(++&++F&-'%

4:%'5&%+'('0+%4:%'5&%C*(-'%(-<%'4%<&'&3F)-&%'5&%

-&&<%:43%'5&%3&*&G(-'%(1>4-M%%
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